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REFRIGERATED LOCKER PLANT

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Friday, January 28, 1944

Rockland Lions

Away To The Wars

THE WAR BOND PREMIERE

Criticises Citizens For Re Twenty-Two Left Here Wed
nesday, With ex-Patrol- Big Event At Strand Theatre Next Wednesday
Rockland Shortly To Have Modern Food Pre fusal To Have Hand in Poli
serving System According To Present Plans
Rockland wiU shortly have the
advantage of a modern refrigerated
locker storage piant according to
the swiftly maturing plans of M
B. MadPherson, general manager
of the Associates of New England
Food Banks with headquarters in
Boston. The proposed Rockland
plant) will be affiliated with plants
now being operated by the company
in Augusta, Waterville, Skowhe
gan, Houlton, Fort Fairfield and
Presque Isle.
Mr. MadPherson who is consid
ering at least two possible sites, is
to return shortly to (Rockland for a
u >Hmore detailed' survey.
y
The projected plant, Mr. Mac
pherson states, would be a 500
locker unit in which individual six
cubic foot capacity famly lockers
can be rented for $15 per year, the
latest approved government price.
Charges of three cents a pound are
made lor processing meats and
about three cents per pint for pro
cessing fruits and berries.
Government restrictions sur
rounding such plants, Mr MacPherson explains, require that at
least 80 per cent of the lockers be
rented to farmers and that at least
60 per cent of the entire 500 locker
space have rent paid for one year
in advance before construction is
permitted to began. The cash thus
paid down is deposited in a local
bank to be held' in escrow and in
the event that conditions for the
erection of the deep freezing lock
er plant cannot be met, their
money will be returned to all ad
vance paying renters.
New Englandl Food Banks, Mr.
MacPherson states, is affiliated
with the firm of Eaton and Morse,
engineers and contractors, of which
he is vice president, a firm accus
tomed to handling such contruction
as the new $25,000 to $35,000
mdoem building which would
be erected if none suitable for
adaptation can be found here. It
Is hoped however, especially in view
of wartime conditions, to utilize
some edifice already standing.
When completed", the new plant,
will be equipped with a chill room
where meat will first be cooled ad
joining the aging room. At just the
right time the meat will go on to
the precessing room where it will
”

IFRUIT

BASKETS

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits

and Beverages

NAUM & ADAMS

MFtr

be cut into desired) portions and
then to the sharp freeze room with
its constant temperature of 30 de
grees below zero. There will also
be a special poultry room, a fish
room, smoke house, curing room,
lard rendering room and bulk stor
age room All products are handled
under the most sanitary conditions
and suitably wrapped or packaged
for convenient storing in the in
dividual locker to be called for at
will.
For fruits and garden produce
j this is planned to .do away with
^canning and its labors.
The family locker system has
been very popular for some years
! in the West and other sections of
the country and has proved entire1 ly practical.
Gov. Sumner Sewall and State
Commissioner of Agriculture Carl
Smith have expressed themselves
as deeply interested in the pros
pect that Maine citizens in an in
creasing) number of communities
may be able to avail themselves of
modern deep freeze facilities.

One Year’s Service
Ribbons Awarded To Mem
bers Of Co. L Maine

State Guard
Capt. Harold F. Brown, com
manding officer of Company L
Maine State Guard, announces the
following awards of one-year serv
ice ribbons: Capt. Brown, first
Lieut. Fred Blackman, Sec. Cieut.
Paul D. Merriam. First Sgt.. Walter
H Barstow, Staff Sgt. Earl D.
Young, Sgt. Theodore Lewis, Cor
porals Elijah Ripley, (Harold P.
Studley and Vernon L. Raye; Pri
vates, first class Fred! Smith and
Austin Billings, and Privates Fred
Tolman, Gordon Stanley, George
Robinson, Irving, Keizer, William
Karl and Robert Cain. Several
of these men will receive two-year
ribbons within two months.
The company has three officers
and 28 men at present, while the
authorized strength is three offi
cers and 58 men. Enlistments are
desired. Meetings are held’ Wed
nesday nights.
Members of the company, who
are now in the regular armed servI ices, are: Donald Bickford, Robert
Brackett. Andrew Brown, Avard
Chater, Robert Cross, John Emer
son, Donald Estes, Pasquale Fer
rero Adelbert French, Francis
Gardner, Herbert Hillgrove, Don
ald Huntley’, Neil Libby, George
Mason, Kenneth Orcutt Ronald

ASKETBALL
TONIGHT, FRIDAY. JANUARY 28
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Rockland High School vs. Thomaston High School
BOYS AND GIRLS

GAME CALLED AT 7.30

TUESDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 1
Rockland High School vs. Camden High School
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

BOYS AND GIRLS
GAME CALLED AT 746
ADMISSION 25c, 40c

WIRE COAT HANGERS WANTED
Wire formerly used to make coat hangers is now

being used to defeat the Axis.

A

The answer is to

reuse the old hangers in your home.

We Will Give a 10c War Stamp

For Every Dozen Wire Hangers
Brought to the Laundry Office

Boys and Girls, Here’s Your Chance!

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 170
5-8

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

tics—A New Member

man Sukeforth As the
Leader

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

Number 8.

The Black Cat

Tw’enty-two Knox County men,
Tickets for the War Bond Pre smaller bond purchasers by scaling
five of whom were volunteers, an
swering the 47th and 48th call of miere at Strand Theatre are nearly the seats at a lower figure of bonds
purchased, thereby making the total
the Selective Service System, left sold out, only a few remaining left
amount of money involved much
Rockland by train Wednesday after at the theatres or banks, and any smaller than the last premiere. The
noon for the induction center in one wishing to secure tickets must total, when completely sold out, will
Portland Those who volunteered j act at once and secure their bonds amount to around $92,000.
arc indicated by a “(V)” entered be to assure them of seats for the
An attempt will be made, as in
fore their names. Roland J. Suke showing of “Madame Curie,” with the previous premiere; to swell the
forth, former Rockland policeman, Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon, total of sales by having a rally just
and produced by Metro Goldwyn before the start of the Premiere
was leader of the group.
Mayer which has donated the use show next Wednesday night, so if
The list:
of
this picture for this occasion.
(V) Herbert Linwood Rackliff,
iyou are planning on buying more
For this Premiere a larger number bonds take your pledge with you
St George.
(V) Leighton Arthur White, of tickets were available to the next Wednesday night.
Rockland.
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PAUL AND ANN ROBERTS
AND THEIR COWBOY REVUE

ELECTRICIANS WANTED

Con So^e o

BARNES-POPE CO. at CAMDEN SHIPYARD

'X v®»
6-9

103-22

ISSUE

Night, Preceded By a Rally

Apply at Shipyard Gate and ask for MR. CURRY

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

Volume 99.

FRIDAY

Remove labels, wash and flatten used
cans. Put in separate container next to
your trash can. Save for local pickup.

Yesterday Is gone—
Tomorrows far away.
And so—I’ll laugh and sing
And bless someone today.
Yesterday it rained—
Tomorrow lt may. too,
But—flowers bloom today
And skies are very blue.
Yesterday is dead.
Tomorrow may not live—
But this one drfy I have
To cheer—and do—and give.

—Janet C. Lord

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Courier-Gazette

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Lord will be a refuge for the
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
oppressed, a refuge in times of
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1816. In 1874 the Courier
trouble.—Ps. 9:9.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1835 and in 1861 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Book Review
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and ve:y reasonable.
TWICE-A-WEEK

(By

Indigo.

K.

TALK

WORKING FOR VICTORY

HERE’S VALUE
IN A QUICK, HEARTY, DELICIOUS

[EDITORIAL]

Author Christine Wes

K. s. P.

BLIND MAN
LOST WITHOUT
“SEEING-EYE”DOG
When someone in your family comes
down with a cold, you’d be as lost as
a blind man without his “seeingeye” dog—if the products in your
favorite drug store had no names.
You wouldn't be able to get what
you wanted! Names are your guides
to reliable, result-getting products.
The name Vicks VapoRub is your
guide to the best-known home rem
edy for relieving miseries of colds.
Ask for it by its trade-marks.

Vicks Vapo Rub

When the Wisconsin Republicans hold
their primaiy convention two month? hence
it appears likely that they may instruct
their 24 delegates to support Gcv. Dewey
for the Presidential nomination. Dewey
won the Wisconsin primary battle four years ago, and that
the mid-Westerners have net changed their allegiance would
seem to be shown by the fact that the Gallup poll gives him
twice the number of votes cast ^for Wendell Willkie. MacArthur runs third in this poll—only 5 peicent behind Willkie.
But the campaign has two months to go. and the Gallup poll
may have mlsgauged the State’s sentiment.
THEY
STICK TO
GOV. DEWEY

Tlie O P. A. promises us more butter
the coming month, but it will still lead 16
points to the pound. Also there will be
a smaller supply of meat, with higher ration
point values. This sort of thing rather
keeps us guessing, but is a great improvement ever having no
meat and no butter.
»

LESS MEAT
BUT MORE
BUTTER

There’s a certain amount of inspira
tion in paying one’s iqfcme tax because it
IT HAS
EVERYBODY is a patriotic duty and helpful to the war
GUESSING cause. But it does seem that somebody
could have devised a system less compli
cated, and cne upon which lawyers might agree.

Massachusetts girl paid for a War
Bond with 1875 pennies. This was of course
SHE PAID
WTTH
commendable, but many such purcha?e3
might be embarrassing—say for the pre
PENNIES
miere at Strand Theatre next Wednesday night.
A

The launching next Saturday of the
giant battleship Missouri must be classi
fied under the heading of "The War On
Japan.” “The world's most formidabale
craft,” the United States Navy calls her.
It is this type of vessel that will launch the final, clinching
blows in the Pacific phase of this global war. in the opinion
of most American naval strategists. For a time, the public
believed, in common with many naval men. that the aircraft
carrier was to b e the chief, the most necessary, the most
valuable vessel of the war. It still is valuable, extremely so,
but the war in the Pacific has strengthened the position of
the advocates of a “big-battleship” Navy.
The carrier has its specific and all-important tasks to
perform, which it alone can carry out. But the carrier is
vulnerable. Four of America’s largest were sunk in the early
phases of the clash with Japan, although at least one Jap
anese carrier was sunk for every American. These losses, to
gether with the remarkable performance of the battleship
South Dakota in destroying 32 attacking planes in the Battle
of Santa Cruz, off Savo Island, have caused the “big-gun”
men to say: “The American battleship has proved itself in
action against airplanes. The carriers, after they have done
their initial job. will cancel each other and in the last
analysis the battle-wagons must ‘slug it out.’ ”
The full truth of this assertion remains to be proved, but
the United States battleship has apparently shown that it Is
in a position to avoid what happened to the British battleship
Hood and the battleships Prince of Wales and Repulse. This
is not cnly because of greatly augmented anti-aircraft de
fenses, but because of improved protection of powder maga
zines. Admiral Thomas L. Gatch believes “the battleship—
with proper co-ordination—rules the seas.” He was com
mander of the South Dakota when it made its record bag of
Japanese planes, while protecting the carrier Enterprise, and
he ought to know. The Missouri, with its 45,000-ton sisters,
Iowa. N ew Jersey, and Wisconsin, will likely g et the chance
to prove the Admiral’s statement.—Christian Science Monitor.
BATTLESHIP
RULES THE
WORLD

The Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

THE TOWN MODERATOR

KNOWS WHAT WE MEAN!

SERVICf

“I figure if you melt down Bessy
She’ll be good for 10,000 pounds
of ammunition, 50 depth bombs
and mebbe’ two or three block
busters!”

Pfc. Milton Rcbarts, nephew of and Mrs. .R. G. Delano, South
Mrs. Edward W. Cross cf Rcckland, Waldoboro, returned Saturday. He
has completed his training at ‘Camp is at present stationed in the same
Haan. Calif., and is awaiting or Camp with a cousin, Pfc. Allen A. lished according to edict of the
ders. During the last of his train Palmer, whom he had not seen for
War Department Lawrence Shrout
ing at the camp he has been at a year and a half. While aft home
tending gas non-commissioned of he had as guests over the previ S2c is in the Merchant Marine and
ficers' schools. AAATC.
This ous week-end a buddie. Corp. Earl his brother. Pfc. William H. Shrout
training course had to do with Keddey, of Medford, Mass., and in the Marine Corps' Their mother
chemical warfare. He graduated Misses Marion Greenleaf and Lona will be glad to furnish their ad
dresses to anyone interested in
with a grade of “superior," and is Little of Haverhill, Mass.
•
•
•
•
writing
to them.
qualified as an instructor in map
Address of Pvt. Burton Wayne
aerial photograph reading. Now
he is attending special classes in Starrett cf Warren, who under
aircraft identification, learning to went an appendectomy at Camp
be an instructor. Most of his time Shelby, Miss., Jan. 20, is: Ward 27,
he is working on a B.C. scope which Station Hospital, Camp Shelby,
requires a three man crew, of which Miss.
• • • •
he is in charge. He writes that he
Cpl.
Walter
Chapman is some
"likes Army life very much and is
too busy to be lonely or homesick.” where in North Africa. He is tire
He finds his scout and sea-sccut son of Mrs. Edith Chapman of
experience invaluable. His address Thomaston who will gladfly supply
is: ASSN-11120204. Btry . C, 124th his address to friends desirous of
AAA Gun Bn. Hamp Haan, Calif. writing to him. Censorship rulings
• * • •
will not allow its publication.
ft ft ft •
Private Daniel Landre of Fort
Technical Sergeant Richard An
Devens. Mass., has been spending a
few days at his home in Rockport. derson has returned to Fort Bliss,
He says: “Mom, when The Cou Texas, after a brief visit with his
rier-Gazette arrives, we cut the parents, Mr. and1 Mrs. Raymond
Enroute he visited
paper through the middle, so many Anderson.
of us boys can read at the same friends in New York.
• ft 9 ft
time, and then we exchange, fcr
Two Rcckland boys in the armed
even out-of-towners want to know
‘what we do’ down East, and ‘how services met by merest chance in
’Australia not too long ago. A few
wc do it,’ especially in Winter.”
• • • •
years ago they were sehoclmates,
Not all the victories are on our
Raymond C. .Ward Jr . £2c may Jack Wood and Perry Howard.
• ft ft ft
side; not all the losses are our
be addressed: Co. 15-158 NATT An.,
The new address of Harold K. enemy's. Here you see barrel upon
Navy Pier, Chicago, Ill.
barrel of good American fuel going
• • # •
Thomas, S2c, son of Mrs. Albert up in smoke after arJap strafing.
Mrs. Mary Lunt, has received Grover of Rcckland, is: Det. 575,
The boys cannot be replaced but
the material can—that is, if all real
handsome Christmas gifts from Unit BJL., 29. N.TA Norfolk, Va.
ft ft ft
Americans do their utmost in tlie
Italy, from her son, Pfc. Benjamin
F. Parker, who also received many
Cpl. Everett Smith of Appleton is war effort and buy War Bonds.
Make your dollars work for vic
gifts from his friends whom he recovering from a surgical opera tory: Buy More War Bonds.
wishes to thank. He has just been tion and writes his mother, Mrs.
U. S. Treasury Department
transferred to somewhere in Eng Raymond Paul, that he is to have a
land. His address may be had from 28-day sick leave. He is a patient
Read The Courier-Gazette
his mother.
at the General Hospital, Camp Lee,
• • • •
Va., where he received with pleasure
Mrs. William Staples has re numerous cards frem friends.
• • • •
ceived some nice Christmas gifts
Lieut. Milton A. Beverage of
from her son, Pvt. Frederick
MAGAZINES
Staples who is in Italy. He thanks North Haven is at Camp Lee. Va..
friends for the Christmas gifts they Lieut, and Mrs. Beverage are re
(By Subscription)
siding at 410 High street, Peters
sent him.
burg, Va.
• • • •
New, Renewal, and
• • • •
Pvt. George Mason of Fort Bel
Special Offers
Mrs. Herman Simmons, 19 Court
voir, Virginia was heme over the
street, has received word that her
%eek-end visiting his wife ar.d rel
“Ray” Sherman
?cn. Pvt. Fred H. Morrison, has ar
atives.
ft
rived' safely in England.
• ft * ft
• • ft ft
76 Masonic St.,
Rockland, Me.
John Jenkins, S. M. 3c, son of Mr.
Two sons of Mrs. Bessie Brad
and Mrs. Roland Jenkins of Thom
Phone 1168
ford, Holmes street have been
aston. has been home on a week’s
transferred out of the country, their
Telephone or Write for Catalogue
leave from Newport, R. I. He is an
addresses not allowed to be pubinstructor cf his company. His ad
dress is: 9th Btn., P. O. U.S.N.TJS..
Newport, R I.
• ft * ft
Wallace Smith, US N. S lc, who
enlisted last September on his sev
enteenth birthday recently spent a
FOB
short leave with his mother, Mrs.
Marie Carver of Vinalhaven. He Is.
a gunner on a large tanker and has
just returned from his first trip to
England. Rufus Weston Smith,
MAPLE CRICKET CHAIRS .
U.S.N. spent a two-day leave last
Many Choice Fabrics
week with his mother. Mrs. Marie
MEDICINE CABINETS
Carver at Vinalhaven after return
Musi
be
seen
to be appreciated—something new
ing from his second trip Overseas.
These who can read the marks on
DRESS BAGS
sailors blouses know that young
SLIPPER BAGS
.
Smith's last sea trip was no bed of
roses. An older brother Galen,
MAPLE PLATFORM ROCKERS
U S A., is stationed in the far
Splendid Selection
North and reports temperatures of
Now is the time to purchase your
70 and 80 degrees below zero.
SPRINGS AND MATTRESSES
• ft ft •
Pvt. Charles L. Baum of the Ma
rines Ls at his home. 16 State street.
Rockland, while cn a 10-days’ leave
from Parris Island. S. C. He is the
THUNDERBOLT SPECIAL
son of Mr and Mrs Thomas Baum,
formerly of Vinalhaven, who now
56-PIECE BREAKFAST SERVICE
live in Massachusetts. He expects
to leave, accompanied by Mrs
For Four (including)
Eaum, early next week for Little
FOUR CUPS
River. N. C. Private and Mrs
Baum are making a short visit with
FOUR SAUCERS
Mrs. Baum’s parents. Mr. and Mrs
FOUR CEREALS
Osgocd Young of Union.
FOUR BREAD PLATES
• • ft ft
FOUR 9-INCH PLATES
Corp. Floyd G. Delano, A.S.N.,
31027795. cf Camp Swift, Texas,
TWELVE GLASSES
who has been spending a furlough
FOUR COASTERS
of a few days with his parents Mr.

NEWSPAPERS

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS

,!l

Tile

Editors of our news

papers, like the moderators in

Maine town

meetings, are

there to give all viewpoints a
fair hearing.

7A

That’s why we, in common
with other Maine newspapers,

give equal space to all sides
of controversial subjects — Democratic, Republican or what

have you. Some people don’t like that, and we hear from I hem.
But most State-of-Mainers approve our policv because they were
A
"raised and brought up” in the town meeting philosophy . . .
the true expression of Democracy functioning at its best.

Right now with a Presidential Election coming, Maine pre
paring to pick a Governor, and a War of Survival being fought,
our Moderator’s job is a tough one. Believe us, however, we’re

sticking to our town meeting ideal ... come Hell or high water.

Portland press Jfcrafo
•

e •— «

*

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS

EVERY HOME MAKER

FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

SIPPING TUBES
KNIVES
FORKS
TEASPOONS

FOUR CEREAL SPOONS

Six Cylinders Only

Portland §undaii telegram

5PtI

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
"The Home of Better Furniture"

ROCKLAND, MAINE
"THE TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS of MAINE”

Jan.
28
Night at l]
Jan. 30 h
Baptist Ch
Feb 2—Ii
Chapter, O
Feb. 4—id
get-Me Not
Thomaston
Feb. 7 I
Assn, meef
Church.
Feb 8

ftp

MAIN-COURSE
DISH

8. f.)

ton. Published by Scribners, New
York.
If cne is deeply Interested in in
trigue and “heady" ’situations, this
book, with its complicated unhap
piness and stilted life may please.
In it one finds piety of common
clay, becoming mostly dreams and
desires; but not any of them
seemed to gather vital character of
worthwhile foundations.
This Maine author, who lived for
some years in India, knows her
subject and gets the spirit and
feeling of “that mystic land,"
India. She has a peculiar com
plex of never missing a chance to
picture uncultured, low and com
mon events; not adding to or giving
any high poise to her culture. This
disrupts and throws me off
key with her lack of sensitivity.
In this story are mixed' up in most
incongruous manner sweet inno
cent youth and villainous money
lenders and political sharps to the
costemation of the minds of the
young. Why need an author com
bine all the evils of a country in
one book tha“t ls supposed to be
perused for the edification of the
reader? Novels usually are desired
to hold some enjoyment. Indigo
defeats this end completely.
The one attractive character—
an English girl, Bertie by name—as
she grew in years was all selfishness
and common clay. The story is
filled with romance, greed and
cruelty. Very little of genuine
strength in high ideals. English,
French, and Indian, mixed up to
gether, showing in all three their
west sides. I am not a sentimen
talist, however; I feel a book that
leaves one ashamed of the human
race is not helpful to our future.

Tuesda

Tuesday-Friday
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Established Over 100 Years

dobo.ro Bapl

Feb.
8d
Ccurt conv

jukrawrhts
L*NN$

BEANS
h situ

• wn

BROWN STAMPS R, S, T, U EXPIRE SATURDAY,
JANUARY 29. Stamp V valid January 23 through February 26
CREEN STAMPS G, H and J good through February 20
FRESH-WHOLE or
f)OC
EITHER END-4 POINTS LB ,

PORK LOINS
COOKED HAMS

Miarch 6 S
U. of M. Ci

April 13
ventlon in

29'
37®

WHOLE or
EITHER HALF

LB I

INTS
SHANK HALF-5 POINTS
FANCY GRADE A

WHOLE or BUTT-7 POINTS
POIh

6 POINTS
LAMB LEGS
SMOKED-MILDLY
POINTS
PICNICS
CHICKENS

LB

CURED

WELL TRIMMED-2

LB

FANCY FRESH BROILING or
FRYING-No Points Needed

LB

38®
29®
45®

‘‘Wipe
I knowl

24c

Grade A
2 points

Spare Ribs
LB 25'
Lamb Fores
Best Center
19C
Pork Chops Cut 7 pts. LB 35' Pork Liver ‘TSES” „ 19

The Roc
class pla\
uled for i
day and r
Members
Business i
assistant
tine Newh
Virginia I
ence Knig
ner, Non
Cowan an
gram book
assistants,
old Wiggii
publicity
assistants,
colm Sha
Faith Lonj

<| 7c

FRESH -DRESSED

HADDOCK

LB

AS DESIRED

IT

FRESH WWlt STEAKS

Sliced Cod

29c

38c

PARD

Flounder'“VI 42c

DOG FOOD

FRESH HADDOCK

Fillets

lb

FRESH SKINLESS

8OZ

DEHYDRATED

10

PKG

Just I Ike Pard In The Can When Wale: is Added

Why bother to bake serve A&P’s own...

Qo/vd

12

Feb. 14
Club Exhlb
Feb. 16-1
“Thumbs
School aud|
Feb 17—2
Mens Leagu
Feb 18
land High
Feb 22
Feb. 22 j
card party
Feb. 25
Opera Houil
Feh. 27 j
fect_

Family Favorite ... lan
der cooked boons in a
grand “Old Fashioned"
brown-sugar and molas
ses sauce with a piece
of flavorful pork.

10 POINTS

.

Feb.

CAKES

fia/JuUi.

PoundCakes

CUT

39c

GCLD. MARBLE. RAISIN. FUDGE. SILVER

Marshmallow Roll
Von 27®
Cocoanut Layer Cake CAKE 29®
Pecan Fudge Loaf
29®
rt i J

UOlU

LAVER CAKES—ORANGL
or FUDGE ICING

Gold Loaf Cakes

16OZ/JWP
CAKE

CI

CAKE

28®

fire

VANIILA. CHOCOLATE or ORANGE ICING

DATED
DONUTS Dbz

FEATURE VALUE THIS WEEK!

MARVFL iy2 LB 4 4 C
BREAD LOAF

II

ENRICHED —SI ICED

ANGEL

food

i lb one
CAKE CAKEUftJ

Remove id
In separafj
trash can.

EAT MORE OF THE ABUNDANT FOODS ...
Ge' ycui vitamins & minerals in unrahenod trash truits & vescHoi?'..

FLORIDA MEDIUM SIZE

Live baiti
328 Main

A I*

»

GRAPEFRUIT 5 25'
LEMONS
S
39'
PASCAL CELERY
NATIVE CABBAGE

For deJ
call the lea
517 Main
line.

B
SPEAR

1

CALIFORNIA

Friday al
NEW srl
DINXU

CARROTS 2.«23'
CALIFORNIA ICEBERG

ta;

23c

LETTUCE 2
Expertly Blended and Roasted

8O’Clock ^2^41®
Red Circle COFFEE 2 PKGS 47®
Bokar Coffee
2 PKGS 51®
No coffee can give you more good
cups per pound than A&P coflea

PARK
TELl

PALMOLIVE
SOAP

3

CAKES

20°

6 POINTS

1 7°
NUTLEY MARGARINE
rlnvA
22® is £s 63®
oexo
OUR OWN TEA
NECTAR TEA

Pod

A

Live
Highest

11

1 LB PKG

PURE VE
shor

Trucks (1

Main
TEL. 2-24

PEKOE & ORANGE
PEKOE
28 OZ

Mello-Wheat ANN PAGE PKG 13® There's None Better!
Macaroni orXAC^TET' VtS-10® WHITEHOUSE
’p" 24®
EVAP. MILK
Salada Red Label Tea
*pklgb 20®
Instant Ralston
Dixie Margarine 6 points *pklgb 25® I BROWN POINT EACH
12 OZ 4 Ae
Baking Powder ANN PAGE
IE
PKG I 4
SUNNYFIELD
1&?Z14®
Gravy Master
FAMILY FLOUR
Staley’s Cube Starch 2pk£15®
b b
^g8 9=
Staley’s S Starch
“NEWLY ENRICHED”
Fsls Naptha Soap
BAR 5®
A 23 OZ
GOLD MEDAL
Soap Chips FELS NAPTHA 4 PKGS UJ
3cakes25®
FLOOR
Maine Bal»n Soap
Sutler Toilet Tissue
ROLL 7®
mg $1.44
Statler Paper Towels 3 ROLLS 25®
“NEWLY ENRICHED”

2 ^ $1J4

SUPER SUDS
' Rayon 24 OZ

Safe"

PKG

23

OCTAGON
LAUNDRY SOAP
GIANT
CAKES

JTHE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA C0.i_ _ _
Price* •ubjflot to market change*. We reaerv* the right to limit guMtitiee.

Clint
01
Has

fi

492 011
B0|

Hours:
MONDAl

Fui

I

Tfl
110

r|

Ami

I
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Tuesday-Friday
Former Representative Lloyd F.
“Post War Planning” will be the
Crockett of North Haven is a can topic of address by John L. Baxter,
Maine Chairman of the Committee
didate for State Senator.
for Economic Development at Ro
tary Club meeting this noon. Mem
BORN
Dyer—At Santa Barbara, Calif, Jan. bers attending club meetings outside
27, to Sgt. and Mrs Francis L. Dyer,
(Mary Foster) of Owl's Head, a daugh the State recently were: Henr yB.
ter.
Jan. 28—Rubinstein
Club Guest
Grant—At Rockland. Jan. 24, to Mr. Bird and Dr. Alvin W. Foss at Mi
Night at Universalist vestry.
and Mrs. GerlHd Grant, a daughter.
ami, Fla., Leforest A. Thurston at
Jan. 30-Feb. 10—Revival services at
Harriman—At Vinal Maternity Home.
Baptist Church In Warren.
Rockland, to Mr. and Mrs. Warren S St. Petersburg. Fla., and Edwin L.
Feb. 2—Installation of Officers, Grace Harriman of Washington, a son—GllBrown at Boston. Louis A. Walker,
Chapter. O.ES. Thomaston.
ford Douglas [ correction |.
Feb. 4—Installation otf Officers. For
Joy—At Vinal Maternity Home. Rock secretary, states in the weekly bul
get-Me-Not Chapter. O.ES., SSouth land. January 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomaston.
Gerald F. Joy of Thomaston, a son— letin that: "The current number of
Feb. 7—Lincoln County Ministerial Gerald Brian.
The Rotarian Magazine is a treas
Assn, meets at Waldoboro Baptist
Gardner—At Amesbury, Mass., Jan.
Church.
25, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A ury of authoritative information on
Feb. 8 "World Parish Day’ at Wal Gardner of Amesbury, formerly of
the Chinese.” Non-members de
doboro Baptist Church.
Rockland, a son.
Feb. 8—Knox
County
Superior
siring to read the magazine will find
Cc.urt convenes.
DIED
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
a copy at the public library.
Feb. 14-15—Knox County Camera
Benner—At Newport, N H , Jan. 24.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Club Exhibition. Community Building.
Feb. 16-17The Junior Class play
"Thumbs Up’’ at Rockland High
School auditorium.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
Feb 18 Klppy Kamlval at Rock
land High School building.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22- Hospital Auxiliary benefit
card party at Bok Home for Nurses.
Feb. 25 — Firemen's Ball In Camden
Opera House.
Feb. 27—Ration tokens go Into ef
fectMSarch 6 9—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
April 13-14— Republican State Con
vention in Bangor.

\,» e
l

“Wipe that grin off your face!
I know what you’re thinking!”

The Rockland High School Junior
class play “Thumbs Up” is sched
uled for presentation on Wednes
day and Thursday, Feb. 16 and 17
Members of the business staff are:
Business manager, Albert Havener;
assistant business manager, Christ
tine Newhall; ticket sales manager,
Virginia Farrell; assistants, Flor
ence Knight, Aimee Karl, Lois Ben
ner, Norma McCrillis, Charlotte
Cowan and Sherwin Sleeper; pro
gram book manager, Sylvia Adams;
assistants, Margaret Huntley, Har
old Wiggin and Gerald Bradley;
publicity manager, Joan Abbott;
assistants, Janet Smith and Mal
colm Shapiro; house chairman,
Faith Long.

Uncle Sam needs
used food cans.
Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put
In separate container next to your
trash can. Save for local pickup.
Live bait for sale, H. H. Crie Co.,
328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
60-tf

BEANO
SPEAR HALL—8.00 P. M.

r

Friday and Saturday Nights
NEW SPECIAL AND CHICKEN
DINNERS
FREE GAME

8*lt

their very kind expressions of sym
pathy after the loss of our dearly be
loved Edward.
Mr and Mrs. Wendell
L.
Smith,
Sister Marjorie: hts fiancee .Marlon
Brown; and grandparents. Mr and
Mrs. E H. Bradstreet and C. E. Smith.

PARK STREET LUNCH
TELEPHONE 838-R

5tf

F. V. Silonen New President The Congregationalists Find
Of Union Farmers’ Co
Themselves In Good and
operative Trading Club
Growing Condition

OUR INVENTORY X
TELLS WHAT
TOUCAN GET/

SPRUCE HEAD
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and
Mrs. Forest Cheney whose fourmonths old daughter died Tuesday
ir. a Bangor hospital.
Mrs. Arnold Stimpson and Mrs.
Josephine Waldron and Miss Verna
Waldron of Rockland have returned
home from a short visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr visit
ed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Carr.
Mrs. Joseph Robinson of St.
George was guest SSuSnday of her
cousin. Mrs John McKenzie.

In Fighter Squadron

GRANGE CORNER

Sgt. Robert Sadler of Rock
land Likely To Hit ’Em,
In the Pacific

Mews Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Wednesday,
7*lt

STOVES for sale, from $10 up.
GROTTON. 138 Camden St.
1091W

Headquarters 7th AAF Fighter
Command—Staff Sergeant Robert
F Sadler. 59 Suffolk street, Rock
land. was recently given the squad- ;
ron assignment of operations non- i
com in a fighter squadron some
where in the Pacific.
Sgt. Sadler was on the Rockland !
police force prior to his induction
in the Army Air Forces in Septem
ber, 1940. and when interviewed on
his post-war plans, Sadler, very
definitely stated that he wanted to
return to police work.
When he isn’t on duty Sadler
finds diversion in attending the
squadron movies, reading and play
ing cards.
Sgt. Sadler was on the Island of
Oahu during the Japanese attack
of Dec. 7, 1941, and therefore re

WALDO

THEATRE

SUNDAY-MONDAY, JAN. 30-31
Return engagement at

regular admission prices

of
IRVING BERLIN’S
Great Musical Show

“THIS IS THE ARMY”
(Filmed entirely in technicolor)
WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 3
20th Century-Fox Presents
GRACIE FIELDS

MONTY’ WOOLLEY
in

A delightful, sophisticated
comedy—

“HOLY MATRIMONY”

Three

tains a strong incentive for fight
ing the war.
Emerson Sadler, Sgt. Sadler’s
father, has volunteered for serv
ice with the Coast Guard.
Buv War Bonds and Stamps

The Santa that

refused to go
back home... *
He likes Knox County so well
he’s staying . . .
He’s here in the store acting
natural, passing out warm wear
ables at the most payable prices
a wartime January ever saw.
We know you need these warm
things now . . . not next July.

WOOLEN SHIRTS
$2.50 to $7.50
MUFFLERS
$2.00 to $3.00
SWEATERS
$2.50 to $12.00
LINED GLOVES
$3.00
WOOL GLOVES
$2.00, $2.50
SHEEP LINED COATS
$20.00, $25.00
Element Cloth Jackets

(From the Arnold Bennett novel
"Buried Alive”)

with warm button-in lining

SATURDAY ONLY, FRB. 5

Boys’

Two Full Length Features

Cotton Flannel Shirts
$1.65

RICHARD ARLEN
JEAN PARKER
CHESTER MORRIS
In

“WRECKING CREW”
Also on the program

‘CODE OF THE OUTLAW’
with

$12.95

Sizes 10 to 18

GREGORY’S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294
418 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MX.

TOM TYLER, BOB STEELE

“BEST BUY IN YEARS”

We’ve just finished checking
our stock of merchandise, and we
thought you would like to know
some of the things you can get,
and others that are absolutely
unobtainable at the moment. Wc
are listing below, some of the fine
buys we have in store for you,
and if you have anything else in
mind that you need, don't hesitate to ask about it for we can
quickly tell you whether or not it is available today. Stop at the
MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO. for information and values!

"drain dirt’
wfchldKTO

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

CALL

Church And Parish

Officers cf Meenahga Grange of
A directors meeting of the Union
Tiie annual meeting of the Con
Waldoboro
were installed Monday
Farmers Co-operative Trading Club gregational Church was held Wed
by Frank Flagg of Jefferson.
was held at the heme of Mis. nesday night in the vestry, follow
• • • •
Helvi R. Hamalainen, Rockland ing the circle supper, John Pomeroy
Hope Grange will meet Feb. 7,
Tuesday evening for the purpose of was elected moderator.
Reports
supper to be served. The lecturer.
electing officers. The following were read by the pastor. Rev. Roy Mrs. Robbins, has returned from
were duly chosen—president. F. V. A Welker, by the secretary of the the Augusta Conference with many
Silonen:
Vice-president,
Henry Woman's Association, ^drs. Irma fine ideas. The Grange Sewing
lives, Jr.; treasurer .Charles Kigel; Anderson, by the clerk of the Circle will hold an all-day meeting
pleasant, otherwise Feb.
secretary and clerk. Reino Saasta- Church as treasurer of the Deacons'
Guy Benner, native of Gardiner, son
Fund,
by
Mr.
Welker
for
the
Re,
at
home
Mrs. “Dot"
moinen with Kaarlo Jarvi as as
of Charles Benner and Belle Babcock
Albert C. McLoon suffered slight
Brown.
Picnic
lunch
will
be served
Benner, age 36 years.
(Correction)
sistant. The Store committee com- ligious Education Committee, by at noon.. Further particulars may
Pasanen—At New York City, Jan. 25. injuries to his shoulder when he was
Aimee Karl or the Comrades of the
Julius Pasanen
(formerly of
St. thrown recently from a vehicle at prises Kaarlo Nurmi, Anton Riutta
George), age 56 years, 1 month, 25
Way
and by Alan L. Bird as chair be obtained by telephoning 11-5.
days. Funeral Saturday at I o'clock the pond where ice was being cut. and Kaarlo Jarvi. The loan com
man of the Board of Trustees.
from t heDavls funeral home. Inter
The injuries were confined to the mittee are F. V. Silonen, Charles Joseph Emery. Parish treasurer
ment In North Parish cemetery.
The
Mullen—At Rockland. Jan. 27, Annie slivering of a bone, which necessi Kigel and Henry lives, Jr.
RATION GUIDE
made the report on the financial
M Mullen, age 80 years. 4 months, 16
days. Funeral Sunday 2 p. m. from tates the carrying of his arm in a representatives to the meetings of
For Week of January 23-29
Russell funeral home.
the United Co-operative Farmers. situation of the Parish. Frederic
Ulmer—At Rockland, Jan 27. George sling He is about his activities as
Bird, the incoming chairman of the
Inc.
at
Fitchburg,
Mass,
are
Kaarlo
H Ulmer, age 84 years. 11 months, 18 usual.
Meats and Fats—Brown Stamps ■
Board cf Trustees announced that
days. Funeral Saturday, 2 p. m from
Nurmi,
and
alternate,
Anton
Riutta.
R,
S, T, and U in Bock Three good
Russell funeral home. Interment In
the budget for the coming year was
Aehorn Cemetery
It
was
also
decided
that
Kaarlo
through
Jan. 29. Stamp V good
A representative of the Augusta
Turner—At Rockport. Jan. 28, Nancy
nearly completed and would be sub
Jarvi
would
make
a
report
of
all
through
Feb.
26. Stamp W becomes
O widow of George T Turner, age 89 Field Office of the Social Security
mitted to the Parish at an early
years. 10 months.
Funeral Monday
directors
’
meetings
and
members
’
valid Jan. 30.
at 2 o'clock from Russell Parlors, Rock Board will be at the Deputy Collec
date by mail.
port. Interment in Glen Cove Ceme tor’s Office, Rockland Pest Office meetings and have them appear in
Processed Foods—Green Stamps
The Church and parish finds it
tery.
Parker—At Cambridge, Mass., Jan. next Wednesday at 12.30 p. m. He the Finnish newspaper. “Raivajaa”
G. IL and J in Book Four good
24. Fred Austin Parker, age 67 years. 2
and Mrs. Hamalainen will make a self in a good and growing condi through Feb. 20.
months. 15 days. Funeral Friday at 2.30 will be pleased to assist applicants
tion, its faith is being sterngthened
p m.’from Russell funeral home. In who may wish to file claims or as report and have it appear in The
Sugar—Stamp 30 good Jan. 16 for
and
broadened to meet the tests of
terment In Sea View cemetery.
Courier-Gazette.
sist them in other matters.
five
pounds to March 31.
nation at war. The increasing
A discussion was also held as to
Shoes
—Aeroplane Stamp number
IN MEMORIAM
fellowship is shown by the friend
In loving memory of our dear
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, former the language in which the meetings liness and harmony existing in all one in Book Three valid for one pair
father. Benjamin H
Lincoln, who
principal-proprietor of the Ballard would be held. There are so many the church and parish gatherings indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One
passed away Jan. 27. 1936.
Sadly missed by his daughters, Mrs Business School of Rockland, is now American people who are members
And the vitality of the organized still valid for an indefinite period, j
Louise L. Ames and Miss Geraldine M
pleasantly located in Sanford as of the Co-operative who do not at life of the Church and Parish is also.
Lincoln.
*
Fuel Oil—Period Two coupons
accountant for a large corporation tend the meetings probably because manifested by the successful and
IN MEMORIAM
they have so far been held in the
valid to Feb. 8. Class four worth |
effective operation during the past
In loving memory otf my mother,
George Ryan is wearing his left Finnish language. It was thought year of every department cf the 10 gallons, class five worth 50 gal- !
Elsie L. Giles, who passed away Jan.
29, 1943.
Ions. Period three coupons valid
arm in a sling because of a fall on that if they were in the American Church activities.
*
Molly Henderson Keen
Jan. 4 to March 14.
the ice, which resulted in a double language mere of the American
The officers of the Church for the
Tire Inspection—A-car deadline
fracture to his wrist. He continues people would attend.
IN MEMORIAM
coming year:
In loving memory of my husband, at his clothing sales headquarters
It was finally decided that the
March 31, B-car deadline and new
Joseph Blaisdell, clerk and treasAlbert W. Day who passed away Jan.
C-car deadline Feb. 29.
directors meetings would be held in urer.
in the Thorndike Hotel block.
31, 1941.
Remembrance Is a golden chain.
Gasoline—Number 8 stamps In Athe American language but that the Jarvi* C. Perry, Jesse E. BradDeath tries to break but all In vain
Book
valid for three gallons through
Owl's Head Grange will hold its question of the merribers would be fetreet, Joseph E. Blaisdell, David
To have, to love, apd then to part
Is the greatest sorrow of one's heart. annual meeting Monday night.
Feb.
8. BI and Cl coupons are
taken up at their next meeting, and Beach and John Pomeroy, deacons.
The years may wipe out many things,
good
for two gallons.
Only the
But this they wipe out never.
there can be no doubt but what the Mrs Henry Bird. Mrs. John Pome
The memory .of those happy days
Hector G. Staples, National Vice Americans will have to show their roy, Mrs. Welker, Mrs. Joseph new coupons marked B-2 and C-2
When we we're together.
His wife, Sarah B. Day
Qommander of the American Legion interest in their Co-operative by Emery, Mrs. Carl F. Snow, Miss Ada are good for five gallons.
leaves Saturday for Washington to coming to the said meeting and Young and Mrs. David Beach, as
IN MEMORIAM
Jesse E. Bradstreet, clerk and Mrs
In memory of our beloved mother. attend the conferecnes of the Na voicing their opinions at that time. deaconesses.
Lizzie E. Taylor, who passed away tional Defense and National Rehab
Instructions were given to Charles Music Committee—Mrs. H. A. Archie Bowley, financial secretary.
January 30. 1937.
Kigel and John Ungvary as to their Buffum. Mrs. A. J. Bird. Mrs. Emily
Mrs. Otis Lunt, Mrs. Esther Willis ilitation Committees
and Albert Wilson.
*
trip to Fitchburg to find out about Stevens, Mrs. Corice Leach, Mrs.
George
C.
Huntley
of
the
240th
the
grain situation.
Charles Emery and Jarvlc C. Perry.
CARD OF THANKS
Coast
Artillery,
son
cf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Helvi R. Hamalainen, Mgr.
We wish to thank the friends and
Flower Committee—Miss Alena
neighbors and the -organizations to Austin Huntley is an entertainer
United
Co-operative
Farmers. Inc. Young, Miss Charlotte Buffum. Mrs.
which our mother and grandmother
JO
belonged, for the many kindnesses with the U9O. on a six weeks’ bond
Fred Black, Mrs. Harriet S. Frost,
during her Illness and for the beau
selling drive, touring all Massa
tiful floral tributes.
Our boys must keep on fight Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Willis
Mrs. Nellie B. Wallace. Mrs. Blanche chusetts cities.
ing—we must keep on buy Ayer and Mrs. Aldana Spear. J. C. by saving your used food cans. Re
E Morse, Mrs. Dorothy Wallace Carter
ing WAR BONDS until vic Perry for Christmas and Easter move labels, wash, flatten. Put in
separate container next to your
tory is won. Keep on BACK
Beano G AR. hall, Monday, Jan.
CARD OF THANKS
decorations.
trash can. Save for local pickup.
ING THE ATTACK.
We wish to thank our friends, 31 at 2.15 p. m
.
8‘lt
The officers of the Parish
neighbors and Union Chruch for

Beano G A R. hall,
Jan. 26, 7.30 p. m.

TAXI SERVICE

Elected Officers

Page

C. E.
Tel.
8tf

DANCE
Poultry Wanted

Live Poultry Wanted

In the Tower Room
After the Basketball Game
Admission 15 Cents

Highest Prices raid for All Kinds

of Live Poultry
Trucks Call for Large Amounts

“Boil" Away Stubborn Stoppage

8‘lt

TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR. ME.'

2-tf

with Cold Water

It’s

BEANO
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Maine Poultry Co.

EUECT-0

SATURDAY NIGH. 9.30
At COMMUNITY BUILDING

8.15 o’clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS
lOlFtf

amazing

how

fast

E-

JECT-O works. No mixing, no
fumes, no odor, no foam, no fuss
or muss. Pour a little E-JECT-

O in the clogged drain, run a
little cold water.

The boiling

action of E-JECT-O begins al

Clinton F. Thomas

OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office far
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.
Honrs: 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M
81-tf

Rev. Ruth Mathias

most instantly and water flows

freely through the drain in a
jiffy.

Scientific Advisor

Send FIVE QUESTIONS
$1.00 and ST.AMPED ENVELOPE
to CONFIDENTIAL LETTER

4

1

TELS. 890—1174-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK ST
BOCKLAND. MK.

Ambulance Service

Simple and easy to use. Makes
fresh sweet butter. No ration
ing points. Complete simple di
rections.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.19
DRI-KLEEN
For All Fabrics

Get a can of E-JECT-O

A splendid array of these highly desirable numbers, now on our floors, will be sold at

12 oz. can 25c

True BargainPrices in a

SERVICE of HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS CLUB PLAN. INC.
P. O. BOX 550. OLD TOWN. ME.
Personal Interview Included
PROMPT REPLY ASSURED

SCRUB BRUSH

MID-WINTER CLEARANCE

6F28

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, ML

LIVING ROOM SUITES
STUDIO COUCHES
STUDIOIAS

today!

We are swamped with new merchandise and must make room by this sale.
each 19c

BURPEE
Funeral Home

THE HOME
BUTTERMAKER

A good quality hand scrub
brush at a special low price.

Makes 10 Gallons
Odorless, Non-Inflammable
Save on your dry cleaning bills.

50c package

> PAINTS-STOVES ^KITCHENWARE

,,^R'

"E0HMEH.LY

441 MAIN ST.

VEAVE’i"

ROCKLAND

choice of styles and fabrics. Two and Three-Piece Living Room Suites at very
Special Discounts!

THESE SHARPLY REDUCED PRICES WILL BE EFFECTIVE AT NOON TODAY,

MflIN ST HRRDWIlREa
,

A wide

5gt>
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STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
315-325 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 980

'

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
ty'TKATMite

©.WHIT*

CHAPTER in

“I hadn’t long to wait, because the
nose of that leading V had passed
the bomb-release line, and now came
the first, unmistakable whistle—just
as we'd heard it thousands of times
over Muroc—and then the dull cr-rrump! Tne first bomb of their pat
tern had hit way up the field, three
thousand yards away. I didn’t know
then it had hit the mess hall I had
Just left, and killed Bill Cocke, our
group engineering officer.
"But now was the time to run for
our lives, because here came more
whistles, t and the nose of the
formation was over us now, like a
huge cloud with giant hailstones fall
ing from it.
"So now Glenn and I ran for the
nearest foxhole. It was a shallow
one, two feet deep, built to hold one
man, but we both jumped for it, and
not until later did we nealize there
was a man already in it. We could
think of nothing then except this
earthquake roar and grinding and
the whistling of a mighty storm mov
ing down the field. You see there
were about seventy planes in that
formation, and each plane was to
drop a train of about twelve bombs,
which made around eight hundred
bombs that were to cover that rec
tangular pattern in about the time
it’s taking me to say a few of these
sentences.
Meanwhile we' were
bracing ourselves—getting our arms
and legs adjusted, worming as low
as we could in that shallow hole—
tor what we knew was coming. I
pulled my tin hat down to cover the
side of my face and cheek against
bomb fragments. Now it began. Not
so much the thunderous roars as
the shaking—at its mildest, the hard
dirt quivered like a steel-tired truck
thundering over cobblestones, and
at its worst, bucked and pitched like
a bronco I kept feeling if I could
only stay on a little longer I would
live, because death was very close
now—the grinding roars and whis
ties, the quivering, pitching earth—
was coming closer, was thundering
over us. And then quite suddenly
was gone—the bomb trains had
crossed the field, the pattern abrupt
ly ended a thousand yards beyond
it, and the Japanese formation was
moving off.
"Yet even as the low hum of mo
tors died away we were afraid to
move. I was afraid to take my tin
hat from my face for another half
minute, because maybe another V
might be above us at its bombrelease line, and other trains might
start thundering down.
"But the quiet continued and now
we raised up in our trench. The
black cloud of bombers was moving
oft, empty of its hailstones—proba
bly just now closing their bomb-bay
doors, wheeling in the distance to
head back for home. It was very
still except for a rising crackle of
'fire—the smoke from our burning
planes was just starting, the climb
ing columns had not yet blossomed
into thick black plumes.
"But over this crackle we could
hear another hum. Then we saw it,
as we peered east over the edge of
the field: a string of fighters—they
must be our P-40’s! We didn’t know
that all but a few of our P-40's had
been bombed and shot down and
their field ruined before the bomb
ers came to us.
"So we stood there brushing the
dirt from our clothes (one bomb had
hit only fifteen feet away from me)
and watched this formation ap
proach. They were coming around
beautiful Mount Arayat in a long
string like geese flying north in the
fall, and at only a little higher alti
tude—say 2,000 or 3,000 feet.
I
"Can you blame us for feeling
good—to see some of our own gang
in the air at last? And also a little
sore, because, damn it, here the/
were, putting on this pretty low-alti
tude show, but if they’d been only a
little earlier and higher, they could
have knocked hell out of that Jap V
of V’s. Meanwhile the smoke was i
pillaring higher from our smashed
Forts, some of the pillars starting
to mushroom and billow at the top
while the attack string came on and
started to circle the field, each with
a wing now cocked up making its
turn, pretty as you please—only all
of a sudden Glenn Rice yelled:
'Look! For God’s sake look at that
red circle!' There it was on those upcocked wings—not a lipstick red, but
a kind of orange red. the Rising Sun
of Japan. They weren’t P-40’s, as
we now could see, but Nakajimas—
and some Zeros—coming in from the
direction of Corregidor, an attack
string, each Jap leaning out as he j
circled to pick out which Fortress
on the ground he would attack.
"As they circled we could hear
our*ammunition dump going up—it
was like Fourth of July as the bombs
burst in the heat—and in between
the bangs there was that rising
crackle.
"A three-quarter circle they made,
like cracking a blacksnake whip
over our already stricken airfield,
and then they began to peel off to
clean up with strafing what few For
tresses their bombers had missed.
"We had started coming out of our
foxholes, but now we ran back—we
were in the rat stage now, the whole
idea being to get the hell out of the
target area, because there was noth
ing we could do. We were all run
ning and looking over our shoul
ders to be sure there wasn't a Nakajima coming straight with spitting
guns at the small of our backs.___ _
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"Ahead of me I could see men
disappearing into a ditch—some div
ing head-foremost into it. (Bob Mey
er almost broke his neck.) I tum
bled in, and when I picked myself
up I saw a soldier deliberately, slow
ly walking up to it, but just as he
stood at the lip he seemed to col
lapse and came tumbling down. I
thought the earth had caved in un
der his feet. Then as he struggled '
to his feet I saw his whole hip had
been blown away. Now he collapsed
in the arms of a sergeant and a
private and died before our eyes— ;
there was nothing we could do.
“Meanwhile we are watching the
Jap fighters. Near our ditch is a
Fortress snugly in a revetment,
which is a curved sandbag wall fit- '
ting snugly around the wings and !
motors of a plane and over which is
thrown camouflaged netting to con
ceal it from high-altitude bombers,
but which of course is no protection
against strafing, as it isn’t concealed
from a low-altitude plane.
"There is a sudden hammering of
guns, and we see one of the Naka
jimas has picked out this particular
Fortress as his prey.
"Again and again the Jap comes
in—making his approach (it was
beautiful flying) after he has rolled
out of his turn at about 150 feet—
but his flight path brings him down
as low as fifteen feet above the For
tress’ wings. There is a routine
about it As he straightens out from
his turn and comes at the big mo
tionless bomber, first his small .25caliber wing guns open up with a
rattle, filling the air with a skein of
tracers. Then, when these white

for it afterward was a damn dirty
pistol to clean, but it gives us some
satisfaction.
“Meanwhile from all over the field
you can hear two sound sequences—
first the high rattle of the Jap .25caliber wing guns as the tracers
feel for the target, then the slower
pounding of the cannon as they drive
the main punch home—that I’ve de
scribed before. The other sequence
was more heartbreaking. You'd
hear a rising, hissing p-p-pf-f-f-o-OFFF! which means a tracer has
gone sizzling into the gas tank of
one of our dear old Fortresses—fol
lowed quickly by a great roar (ev
erything letting loose at once), which
means that the burning gasoline has
exploded her bombs.
"But the Jap pilot with the yellow
scarf who is working on the For
tress in the revetment next us is
now really getting down to business,
coming in lower and closer each
time. As we spot him coming tear
ing in for the attack we yell out our
orders and grovel on our faces as
his wing guns rattle and his can
non thump, followed by the earsplitting roar of his motors as he
swishes past over our heads—we
popping futilely at the racing shad
ow with our ,45’s.
"On the eighth pass his tracers
found their target—there was the
hissing roar of gasoline, and from
every one of the many bullet holes
in the fuselage there billowed black
smoke, enveloping her completely.
But he made the great mistake of
coming back just once again—maybe
only to see what he had done. But
for whatever reason, at this point
the antiaircraft opened up on him
through a hole in the smoke. He
seemed to jump a little in the air,
and at the end of the run he didn’t
chandelle as he usually did, but kept
on going and—‘Look!’ somebody
said. ‘A puff of smoke!’ Sure enough
it was—only maybe he was only
clearing his engine—but three sec
onds later it was a definite black
trail behind him.
"We held our breath as he wob
bled and wavered off like a wounded
bird, and when he rolled over on one
wing down behind the horizon, nev
er to rise again, we let out a cheer
that shook more dirt down the walls
of our ditch. Because up to then it
had been all their Saturday.
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He collapsed In the arms of a ser
geant and died before our eyes.

threads show him he is dead on his
target, we hear him open up with
his 20-millimeter cannon—a slower,
deeper thud over the high quick rat
tle of his little wing guns.
"And as he pulls up off the tar
get, he sprays with steel the lip of
the ditch right over our heads as
we crouch in the bottom. Each time
we glimpse the pilot as he rolls in
for the attack. He wears a yellow
scarf, but for the rest, ir. goggles
and helmet, he might have been any
of us. I don’t think he notices us—
he is too intent on the Fortress. It
is only that we are right in his line
of fire, and each time as he starts
to pull up, his guns spray our trench
lip before he has time to take his
thumb off the button,
"But suppose he does see us?
Some of the men had been loading
bombs when'the attack came and
have their shifts off—their white
backs are wonderful targets. So
now we start to organize ourselves
in our rat trap, pounding away
with orders. If he does spot us, all
he’s got to do is come right down
that ditch with his guns open.
"So we organize with three look
outs—Lee Coats takes the southeast
corner. Bob Meyer the northwest,
and I the southwest. Each of us is a
pilot who can put himself in the
place of those Japs. We know more
or less what each maneuver ipeans
—whether it will be just a pass or a
real attack. So we tell the rest of
them to taka it easy, keep well
down, but they needn't roll down to
the very bottom ef the ditch until
we shout the orders.
"What antiaircraft we have Is
thumping away now, but it isn’t do
ing much good. In the first place it
is so placed that the black smoke
billowing up from the burning For
tresses gets between the Zeros and
the ground gunners, blanketing their
field of fire. In the second place, it
was never designed to operate at
as close a range as three hundred
yards.
"So in our ditch we start a little
war of our own—forty of us versus
the Imperial Japanese Air Force:
or rather those of the forty who
have .45*s, which is the pilots and
the bombardiers. Every time that
Jap strafer comes over, we bang
away at him—I can’t say we do
any damage, and all we had to show

"This seemed to signal the end of
the attack, for now the Nakajimas
and Zeros rose from the field like
crows from a well-picked carcass
and, falling into formation, disap
peared around Mount Arayat in the
direction of their carrier, which lay
somewhere out of sight off Luzon
down under the horizon.
"Now we climbed out of the ditch
and started back toward Operations
to report. But first we had to walk
around the wreckage of the poor old
Fortress. We walked wide not only
because of the shimmering heat, but
because it was a shameful thing
we could hardly bear to watch,
which no one will understand who
doesn’t love those big, beautiful B17’s as we did. There she was in
her death agony—the plates had wel
tered quickly, leaving only her nak
ed skeleton shimmering in the heat,
and licked by oily flame. It made
you sick and you wanted to look the
other way.
"The rest of the field was littered
with charred skeletons of planes.
You’ll remember the 19th Bombard
ment Group had comprised thirtyfive proud Flying Fortresses. A doz
en of them had been down at Del
Monte Field in the southern island
of Mindanao and so escaped this
attack. Colin Kelly, who had come
up from Australia, was flying one
of them. But of all the rest which
had been here on Clark Field, only
five could be called airplanes any
more. Even these five were badly
damaged, and none of them could
fly. But by pooling the five wrecks,
replacing a wing here, a tail there,
and taking two undamaged engines
from a third, the Colonel hoped we
could salvage in all, of the .two doz
en which stood on the field that
morning, three planes which might
get into the air—when the runway
was cleared.
"As for the boys who hadn’t come
back from the hills yet, the Colonel
wasn’t in the least worried. ‘It’s like
any good hunting dog,’he explained.
‘The first time you put steel across
him, of course he’s scared. But aft
er that—well, those fellows that ran
away today will make as good sol
diers as they come.’
"It was now late in the day, and
he told me there was nothing I
could do, and it would be all right
to leave the target area until morn
ing—in fact we’d better, because the
Japs would probably be back to
night.
"Lieutenant Elmer Brown hap
pened to be standing there with me,
so we decided to go out together,
and I left my bike, because it
wouldn’t be fair to Brownie. Brown
ie, who always has had a comforta
ble amount of money, said he’d call
a taxi. But I knew nothing would
come of that. The servants and al
most everybody else were back in
the hills, some of them still run
ning, and anything you wanted done
that day you had to do for your
self. So we collected a bedding roll
apiece at the barracks and started
off down the road. We’d walked for
quite a while when at a crossroads
w^ came on a convoy of trucks—it
was an antiaircraft outfit being
moved back into position, I suppose
where they could better protect the
charred carcasses of our bombers.
"So we booked a ride on one of
these trucks, which was headed for
a little native village around the oth
er side of our field and a reasonably
safe distance away. We got out
when they stopped and, going to the
nearest house, by signs asked the
owner if he had a room for the
night. He was a very nice fellow
and took us upstairs to his own. I
don’t know where he slept. We un
rolled our bedding on the bamboo
floor and spread our mosquito nets,
and Brownie went right oft to sleep.
“I lay awake. That ack-ack con
voy was still moving in aqd getting
settled. Now and then a truck-driv-
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Stacy A. Genthner, Henry M.
Potter and James Wellman were re
cent visitors in Rockland.
Donald Achorn and Theodore
Nutter, members of the Junior class
left last week fcr the Naval Train
ing Station at Newport, R. I. They
were presented with farewell gifts
by their classmates
Mr. and Mrs. Sigbert Busch have
sold their farm to Levi Robinson
and departed for New York.
Mrs. Ralph Pollard was overnight
guest Tuesday of Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
She came from Togus to attend the
meeting of Wiwuma Chapter, O.E.S.
The Future Farmers of America
held an initiation of new members
recently. Those joining were: Allan
Benner, Norman Bragg, Robert
Bodge, Edward Ifill, Weston Hodg
kins, Chester Creamer, Ralph
Genthner, Linwood Orff, Kenneth
Waltz, Douglas Tait, Richard Lewis,
Isaac Ward, Donald Eugley, Robert
Burnham, Richard Keen, George
lives, Douglas Ross, Jack Mills and
John Osier
Mrs. Louis Martin was tendereed a
birthday surprise party recently at
the home of her sister, Mrs: Allison
Soule. Present were: Mrs. Gladys
Heald, Mrs. Marion Colwell, Mrs.
Wayne Heald, Mrs. Lydia Benner,
Misses Laura Creamer,
Evelyn
Genthner and Frances Richards.
At the meeting of the Woman’s
Club Tuesday the roll call was re
sponded to by items of interest con
cerning ‘American Indians.” Lunch
eon was served by Mrs. Luella Ma
son and Mrs. Evelyn Spear.
A new choir has recently been
organized at the Baptist Church
and at the morning service has ren
dered excellent anthems, duets and
solos Floyd Benner is the efficient
organist.
Fred Winchenbach was a business
visitor in Rockland Wednesday.
“World Parish Day” will be ob
served at the Baptist Church Tues
day afternoon and evening.
Lawrence Nadeau was at home
from Portland over the weekend.
Mrs. Gladys Grant spent the
week-end at home from Bath.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday will be at 10.45. The pastor
Rev. Frederick E Heath will take
as sermon subject “God’s Builders.”
Tenor solo by Albert Sewell. Bible
School at 12; Youth Fellowship for
all young people at 6 30. Evening
service at 7.30, subject “Lost in the
Fog.” Ladies Circle Thursday after
noon, prayer meeting at 7.30 and
choir rehearsal at 8 30.

Frank D. Rowe was speaker Tues
day at the Waldoboro Lions Club
ir. Waldoboro.
Parent-Teacher Association meets
Tuesday at 7 30 at the Junior High
School . The executive committee
will report committee appointments
and appointment of a treasurer, to
take the place of Rev L. Clark
French. Principal Fred Perkins
Jr., will explain courses, and points
for college preparatory work, fol
lowing w’hich there will be a gen
eral question and answer period..
What other P.TA.’s are doing in
the State, will be taken up and
any discussion regarding the p:ojects will be heard. This will be a
membership meeting, to which each
member is asked to invite any
friend interested
Frank D. Rowe will resume Feb.
1, his work as assistant State su
pervisor of the Rural War Produc
tion Training Program in Knox,
Lincoln and Waldo Counties, this
work through the extension service
of the University of Maine.
Miss Florence Packard, who has
been a patient several weeks at the
Central Maine General Hospital in
Lewiston has returned to the home
of Mr and Mrs. Raymond Borneman.

Forget-me-not Girl Scout Troop
has started a sewing project of
making crib quilts for Miss Helen
Corbett, city matron of Rockland,
for distribution to the needy.

total hours were deducted from the
year's program. Nineteen families
were added to list of patrons.
“Members of the book committee
met quarterly, co-operating in the
' selection of books for purchase. No
change was made In personnel all
officers and members were re
elected without change.
“The Maine State Library pre
sented two volumes of the new His
tory of Skowhegan and a copy of
the Lincoln Library of Essential In
formation. Others who generously
gave books and magazines, include:
Frank D. Rowe, O. E Starrett, Mrs.
A. A. Greenough, Mrs. Clarence
Peabody and Miss Barbara Soule.”
Church Notes

At the Baptist Church, Rev. Emil
Gaverluk, evangelist, will conduct
the services Sunday morning and
evening, this the opening of evan
gelistic services, which will con
tinue through to Feb. 11 with serv
ices every week night at 7.45, with
the exception of Saturday, Feb. 5.
Assisting Rev. Mr. Gaverluk will be
his wife, Mrs. Alice Gaverluk, ac
complished soprano soloist and pi
anist.
*
Emil Gaverluk is a graduate of
the Toronto Bible College, Gordon
College and the Gordon Divinity
1 School, with the degrees of Bach
elor of Arts In Theology and the
Bachelor of Divinity. He studied
violin under Ewaine Bridge and
Prof. Moclosky of the Toronto Con
i servatory of Music. He was an ar
I tist from his youth up winning
’honorable mention,’ for artwork in
a contest for the Province of On
tario. In Boston, he became asso
ciated with the Tremont Temple
Baptist Church as songleader and
I
[ violinist for four years. He ac
cepted a call to the pastorate at
West Townsend, Mass., and was in
vited to be Pastoral Counselor for
the Fitchburg, Mass., C. E. Union
becoming Director of Music and In
structor of Music and Worship for
the Massachusetts C. E. Conference
at Northfield, Mass.
Mrs. Gaverluk is a graduate of
the Burdett College, and assisting
soloist at the Beverly, Mass., Baptist
Church.
She studied with the
prominent North Shore vocal
teacher. Beryl Nye Taylor, and sang
regularly over the Twilight Hour of
the Tremont Temple for the past
two Summers, and also the Evan
gelistic Association Broadcast over
WHEB. Portsmouth, N. H. She has
been a member of the North Shore
Civic Music Committee, President
of the Young Ladies Guild of Bev
erly, Mass., and recitalist for
groups and organizations in the vi
cinity of Boston.
The Baptist Church School will
meet at 12.
Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth of Cam
den. wiP occupy the Congregational
pulpit Sunday morning, his sermon
topic, “The Place of Song in the
Bible and in Life.” Church school
will meet at 9 30 a. m.

Officers with the exception of the
secretary, Mrs. Augusta Moon, were
Installed Wednesday at E. A. Star
rett Auxiliary, S.U.V., by Mrs.
Stella MdRae cf 'Rockland, depart
ment chaplain, who was assisted by
Velma Marsh as guide; Doris Ames
as assistant guide; Ruby Allen as
color guard one, Nellie Achorn, as
color guard two; Clara Payson as
chaplain, all of Rockland, and with
Mrs. Adelle Stanford of Warren
as pianist. Mrs. Ames and Mrs.
Achorn are past department offi
cers. It was decided to hold a re
cess until the last meeting in
March, due to the fuel situation.
Officers installed were: President,
Ruby Murphy; vice president,
Gertrude Starrett; trustees, Ida
Stevens, Clara Lermond, Myrtle
Broadman; treasurer, Clara Leach;
patriotic instructor, Raychel Du
rant; chaplain, Minerva Marshall;
guide, Alice Peabody; assistant
guide, Edith Wotton; first color
guard. May Rokes; 2nd color guard,
Abbie Stickney; inside guard, Laura
Seavey; outside guard, Myrtle
Broadman; press correspondent,
Mrs. Isadore E. Hoffses
Ruth Perry; musician, Ina Over
Mrs. Isadore E. Hoffses died Mon
look. Miss Ida Stevens is past
day at her home on Jefferson street. president.
PLEASANT POINT
She was born March 20, 1866 in
Miss
Lzizie Young is visiting Mr.
Paul
Dilloway
has
resumed
his
South Waldoboro, daughter of Orrin
and Mrs. L. B. Stimpson.
work
at
the
Snow
Shipyards,
Rock

K. and Ellen M. Wallace and was
Mrs. Mildred Marshall is con
the widow of Allen C. Hoffses, who land, having recovered from a sur
valescing
from severe illness.
gical operation at Knox Hospital.
died in 1901.
Alonzo Seavey is guest of his
Mrs. Hoffses was a member of
Librarian’s Report
daughter,
Mrs, Walter Irish, in
Wiwuma Chapter, OES., Good
The
yearly
report
of
Mrs.
Helen
South
Portland.
Luck Rebekah Bodge and MeenaMrs. Riley Davis and daughter
haga Grange. A willing worker in B. Overlock, librarian, as given at
these organizations, she will be re the annual meeting of the Library Doris are with Mr. and Mrs. Laumembered for her helpful activities Trustess, is: “Owing to transporta reston Creamer for an indefinite
in past years. Possessed of a kind tion difficulties, circulation has stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young have
ly personality her passing has left dwindled to a new low of 9,225
a vacancy, not only in her own books for 1943, although some eager been guests of Mr. and Mrs Leroy
family group but in a wide circle ol readers take several, when in the Seavey.
village on a shopping tour, and re
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick and
friends.
turn
them
by
parcel
post.
The
li

Mr.
and Mrs. Lovejoy are in Cam
She is survived by two daugh
brary
offers
a
choice
of
29
maga

den
for two weeks.
ters, Mrs. Nellie B Wallace and Mrs.
zines,
nine
the
gift
of
friends.
Walter D. Young, who is ill, is at
Blanche E. Morse; a granddaugh
ter, Mrs. Dorothy Wallace Carter of Magazine circulation totaled 1578 the heme of his son, Walter A.
copies. Although due to the lack of Young, in Thomaston. Mrs. Young
Friendship; two nieces, Mrs. Thelma
fuel oil we were closed Tuesdays in is with him.
Benner and Mrs. Ruby Burns, two
1943 from Jan. 24 to March 30, we
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
nephews, Orrin and Virgil Wallace.
opened additional hours on Satur- Roy Vose kere Milford Coombs of
Funeral services were conducted
at her home Thursday with Rev. O. days so that only four and one-half j Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
G. Barnard of Camden officiating
clergyman. The body was placed
in the tomb of the German Luther
an Cemetery until Spring when in
terment will be made in Seiders
Cemetery, South Waldoboro.

er wouldn’t hear a sentry call ‘Halt!’
and would go rumbling by, and you
would hear a rifle crack a couple of
times.
(To be continued)

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that t he real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of tak
ing the exceee acids and waste out of the blood.
They help most people pass about3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatio
pains, leg paine, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wong
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. TI
relief
...............................
and will help the
15 miles
tubes flush out poisonoue
waste trow your
Get Doane Pills,

STITCHERS
WANTED

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Earn While You Leam—Apply In Person

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.
CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Persona now engaged in essential Indusatry will not be
considered)
90-tf

f Tues3ay-Fr!

VIN,
MRS.

Corres

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three
In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
Uncs five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Fire
■mall worda to a Sine.
, ______
Special Notice: An -blind ada” »
L e.
menta which require the answer, to be aentto The CeerierGaaette office for handling, eoat 2* cent, additional

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

TIRE chains lost on School etreet,
near Odd Fellows Block. Size 6.50x16.
Finder
please
phone
LUCIEN K.
GREEN, 541. Rockland._______
8-9
RATION Book No 3 lost, SHELBY
LEE PERRY, 11 Birch St., City.
8 F -10
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. CLARA
V MORSE. CLIFTON MORSE. Port
Clyde.
®‘F 8
GASOLINE Ration Book A lost. Reg
No. 96706.
FRANCES C. BOURNE.
Thomaston.
6*F-8
NOTICE—19 hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 5657 tad
the owner of said book asks for dupli
cate In accordance with the provision
of the State Law
Union Branch,
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO by Lon
don Jackson. Treas.. Rocklan.d Me.
Jan. 14. 1944
4 F 8
RATION Book 3 lost, HARRY ROB
ERTS: Books 3 and 4. EDWARD ROB
ERTS, 118 Maverick St., City.
6*F-8
RATION Book 4 lost. STANLEY J.
STONE, JR., Warren, R F. D. 2
8*F 10

TWO rooms, kitchenette and bath
to let. heated, electric stove, floor
coverings, furnished: also 3 steam ra
diators for sale. HASKELL & CORTHELL. Camden. Me._______________ 8 9

TIRE chain lost at South End Friday
with special cross chains. W
S.
THOMPSON. Foss House.
7*8

WANTED
ARE you over 38 or dissatisfied with
present conditions? Why not assure
yourself of unlimited Income by sup
plying nearby
farmers
with
In
secticides, Sprays, Stock & Poultry
Minerals, and other essential farm
products needed to assure maximum
farm production. No capital or ex 
perience necessary. Write’ WATKINS,
Dept. N191 26, Box 367, Newark, 1, N. J.
8*lt
NURSES, graduate—wanted for or
thopedic hospital for children, near
Boston. Good salary. Apply to NEW
ENGLAND PEABODY HOME FOR
CRIPPLED CHILDREN, Newton Cen
ter, Maas.
8-10
GIRLS—one year course In the nurs
ing care of chiRJren. Full maintenance
and salary’ while learning. Two years
high school required. Write to NEW
ENGLAND PEABODY HOME FOR
CRIPPLED CHILDREN, Newton Cen,,
ter. Mass.
8-10
GENERAL Trucking and hauling
coal. TEL. 902W
7*10tf
HELP wanted at FLINT MARKET.
276 Main St.
7tf
HOUSEKEEPER
for
man
alone
wanted, on Camden Rd. near Oakland
Park. FRED M THOMAS Tel 445
7-9
GIRL or woman for generdl house
work. wanted, can go home nights.
TEL. 506R
7-9
RENT wanted of 3 or 4 rooms fur
nished or unfurnished, 3 in family.
TEL. 176M
7-8
FURNISHED apartment of two or
three rooms, wanted. TEL. 168M.
7*8
FURNISHED house or apartment
wanted. TEL. 115 or 816M after 6 p. m
7*8
MODEL A pick-up wanted.
Tel.
375-13.
MAYNARD CURTIS,
Ash
Point.
7-10
HEATED, two, three or four-room
furnished apartment wanted. TEL
269M
7*9
USED upright piano in good con
dition wanted. TEL. 269M.
7*8
HOUSEWORK wanted by hour, 40c
to 50c, according to work. Write C L.,
care Courier-Gazette.
6 8
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
and oil burners. C E GRORTTON. 138
Camden St. Tel. 1091W.
4tf
FARM wanted to buy. In or near
Rockland or Thomaston.
Pay cash.
Write BOX 49. R 1. Warren. Me.
6*8
NEED cash? I pay from $25 to $50
each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
also need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
good prices for old marble top tables
and parlor lamps with colored flow
ers. Mall me a post card to W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St., Camden.
105tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables,, and old
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St.,
Tel. Rockland, 1240
102tf

Davis.
Capt. and Mrs. G. E. Horton of
Rockland, who are spending the
Winter at their cottage at Stone’s
Point, quietly celebrated their gol
den wedding anniversary recently.
They received numerous cards and
good wishes from friends.
Mrs. Maud Stone of Port Clyde
is with her mother, Mrs. Laura
Flinton, who is in ailing health.

ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of Ten
ants Harbor observed their 60th
wedding anniversary yesterday at
the home of their daughter, Mrs.
Albert B. Elwell where they are
spending the Winter.
Donald H. Achorn has enlisted in
the Navy and went recently to New
York.
Maurice Benner, U. S. N. has
been passing a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Benner?
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Elwell
were Rockland visitors Wednesday.
Miss Beatrice Elwell of Warren
was week-end guest of her sister,
Mrs. Bernard York.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hunter and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Simmons of
Bath visited Sunday at Clyde
Bomeman's.
Progressive

Program

At the recent Farm Bureau
planning meeting these subjects
were chosen for the year: Feeding
Ourselves from our Cellar Shelves.
Family Feeding Plans for 1944, That

THREE ROO M apartment to let,
with kitchenette. Corner of MAIN and
PLEASANT STS., Thomaston.
7*8

FOR SALE
PAIR of lady's sport shoes for sale,
brown alligator grain leather, size 4C.
Practically
new.
MRS
LEROY
FIELD, 19 McLoud St. Tel. 30&J
_____________________ 8 10

HAVE you ordered your Wilson milk
cooler? Delay will be dangerous. We
still have most sizes of engine and
electric coolers In stock. We have a
few cattle stanchions at $3.75. W. S.
PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
8-9
WHEELBARROWS, carts and toys
for wile
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. 14
Prescott St., City.
8‘F14

reasonable.
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7*8

TEL. 626

FRIODAERE
electric
refrigerator
cabinet for sale at very reasonable
price. Two Ice cream container holes
and one very large butter and food
compartment. Used only two seasons.
Motor In basement. WEBBERS INN.
Gilchrist St., tel. 8080. Thomaston.
7-8
ROUND front room coal stove for
sale Excellent heater and fine condi
tion. Price $20
W. E. JONES. R F D.
1, Waldoboro, residence Jefferson, Me
7*8

PAIR brown Alligator shoes, size 5'a
AA for sale. Practically new. TEL.
307R,
7tf
1941 MERCURY 4-door sedan for
sale.
Perfect
condition.
excellent
tires. Contact P O. BOX 895, Rock
land. Phone 1280.
7-10
MTLKNG MACHINES: We have a few
new Empire Milking Machines for
Immediate delivery. Drop us a card
or telephone for details; C AMDEIN
HARDWARE CO., Camden, Me.
6*8
LIVE balt for sale. H. H. CRIE CO.,
328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf
NOTICE-TO:
Rural Farmers and Fishermen living
beyond the electric high line and on
outlying Islands using BATTERY RA
DIOS: We have plenty, at present, of
Standard Farm Radio Packs, some l*,i
volt Dry A’s, “C” Batteries, etc., Pur
chase for future requirements as
these batteries are all new and fresh
and will keep for many months
without loss of service. C. O. D. Or
ders shipped promptly. Radio Service
for any make of Radio.
HOUSE SHERMAN. Inc.,
442 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
Elect: lcians and Radio men since
broadcasting began
2tf
ALL WOOL YARN for sale direct
from
manufacturer.
Samples and
knitting directions free. H. A. BART
LETT, Harmony, Maine.
105-8

You can vei

.At he chance yo
in the WAC.
If you havei
experts will tc
you’d like to c
a teletype mai
rect airplane
Whatever y<

valuable trail
esting thing
this war won!
TODAY—ge
the nearest U
ing Station (yo
will give you
write: The
Room 4415, M
Washington,
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TWO drop head sewing machines for
sale, perfect condition. H. B. kat.fr.
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25. Home
Sundays.
ltf
DESIRABLE property for eale In
Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
ltf

T

MISCELLANEOUS
Ladlee—Reliable hair goods at Rook-

land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera

solicited

H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
z
2-F-tf

NOTICE: This Is to notify all mer
chants that I will not be responsible
for any bilks contracted for by my
wife Mrs. Marion E. Hobbs Smith,
after Jan. 23, 1944.
(Signed) Melvin J. Smith.
7-lt
U. S. Coast Guard.
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Heartburn, Belching, Bloating, Nausea,
Gas Pains, get free sample, Udga. at
CORNER DRUG STORE
2*16

Horrid Cold, Sewing Machine Clinic
Food Preservation, Canning Equip
ment Clinic, War Time Information
Service, Reclaim The Family Ward
robe.
Ne v leaders are: Julia Burgess,
chairman. Wilhelmina Fitzgerald,
secretary; Fannie Weaver, treasur
er; Maude Greenlaw, foods; Maude
Spear, clothing; Lulu Light, home
management.
The meeting on “Feeding Our
selves from our Cellar Shelves” was
conducted by foods leader, Mrs.
Maude Greenlaw with good attend
ance. Tile next session, Feb. 9, will
be an agent meeting in charge of
Miss Joyce Johnson, subject to be
“Food Fights for Health.” The
Citizens Service Corps will award
certificates to all women who at
tend both of these meetings.

SABOTEUR
Every food caAthrown
away is a satxfteur of

our war effort. Remove
labels, wash and flat
ten used food cans.
Put in separate con
tainer next to your
trash can. Save for
local pickup.

Do FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slide or Slip?
FASTEEtH, an Improved 'powder to

be sprinkled on upper or lower plates,
holds false teeth more firmly In place.
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gum
my. gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
FASTEETH Is alkaline (non-acid).
Does not sour. Checks “plate odor’*
(denture breath). Get FASTEETH
any drug store.

at

LETS

isday-Friday'1

f Tuesday-Friday
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Correspondent

14

\lr. and Mrs. Raymond MacDon
ald and Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Wadleigh and family have returned
from a visit with relatives in Win
terport.
,
Herbert Cassie arrived Tuesday
from Worcester, Mass., and is guest
ot Mr. and Mrs. Alrfed Creed.
MMr. and Mrs. James Barton
moved last week to their new home
winch they recently bought from
, Sigurd Beckman.
1, Mrs. Flossie Williams was hostess
Monday to the Antique Club. Din
ner was served and the afternoon
passed with sewing and knitting.
Members present were Mrs. Blanche
Swears, Mrs. Lodie Hassen, Mrs.
Josephine MacDonald and Mrs.
Verne Young.
Horace B. Dyer, Coxswain 2c, has
been spending a short leave here
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Dyer.
;Mrs. Amy Calderwood left Mon
day for Kenmore. N. Y.. where she
will visit her daughter. Mrs. Donald
Patterson.
/ William Bruce, M.M.2c, UB.N.,
has been passing a short leave
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Bruce, left Monday for San
Francisco, Calif. Mrs. Bruce, who
was guest of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs David Duncan, has returned to

17
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HORIZONTAL
1-Blemish
5-Man’s name
10-Grate
14— Outdoor sport
15— Combining form.
Within
16- Large lake
17- Public speaker*
19-Typcwriter
operator*
21- Scottish cap
22- Checks
23- Superlative suffix
24- Part of a cook
stove (p|.)
25- Small tumor
27-Unever
29-Flap
31-Rub out

3t>-Because
37-Enlists
39- Half an em
40- Near by
41- Revolved
45-And (Latin)
4o-Diminutive suffix
48- Ascended
49- Grease
50- Prorioun

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
52-Worship
55-Serpent
57- Bury
58— King (Fr.)
61-Notes
64-Supplicate
66- Man’s name
67- Erects
69- Combining form.
Bone
70- Examine
71- Ascend
72- Flying mammals

■ ASTEETH

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-A torment
18-Crude metal
20-Strength
26- Appearing as if
gnawed
27- Musical drama
28- Giver
30-Exist
32- Piece of thin rock
33- The natural fat
35- Vex
36- Grow old
38-Used in negation
42- Overturns
43- Taut
44- Act
45- Click-beetles
47-Girl’ name
53- Compact
54- Worthless leaving
55- assist
56- A trigonometrical
term
57- River ir. Bohemia
59- Kiln for drying hops
60- Suffix denoting
inflammation
62- Allow
63- Between (Italian)
65-Steal

VERTICAL
1- Blemish
2- Girl's name
3- ln the fashion
4- Decay
5- Fog-horn
6- Persists
7- Military title
(abbr.)
8- Sciences
5 -Utter
10- Brazilian coin
11- Place for storing
arms
12- Rests

'

68-Three-toed sloth

KEW

Reddy

about-
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Next...... I'll buy that
work-saving, automatic
ELECTRIC RANGE
also wanted by the
little woman.........

Then.... will come an
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
and.... DISHWASHER so
the missus and I won’t have
to wash dishes all the time....
Gosh! We'll have a whole new
Electric Kitchen
won't we ! •

'■k
, A,
^4!

Park Theatre, Today and Saturday

Buy War Bonds and Stamp*

SUPER
MARKETS
LET S ALL

Back the Attack
BUY ANOTHER
WAP BOND

Quality Meat Buys

Bob Steele, Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard in “Westward Bound’

A NUTRITIOUS, DELICIOUS ROAST

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

PORK LOINS

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Jan. 26.—It was
pleasant to be at home last weekend
and see some real snow. In Wash
ington we have very little, never
enough to see its beauty. We are
fortunate because there is so little
snow in * the average Washington
season that the city dees not have
equipment or men to handle lt.
This makes the traveling pretty Uul.
• • • •
Speaking at the meeting of the
Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs in Augusta last week I told
them a little of my trip to New York
the previous weekend, where I
spoke at a meeting of the Federation
of Women’s Republican Club's.
Marion Martin of Bangor also
spoke. I am greatly impressed with
the importance ofi the national
position that Miss Martin has won
for herself in Republican party
Councils. She is assistant chairman
of the National Committee and di
rector of women’s activities. Hear
ing her in New York I was im
pressed again with her ability as
a speaker and as an executive.
She also spoke the following even
ing at a meeting of Young Repub
licans of New York. There were
several speakers at the very large
luncheon given by the National
Republican Women’s Club.

4 POINTS
PER POUND

to capacity,, he says. If the lumber
men could have some assurance
that present prices will hold, at
least for a certain length oi time
after the war is over, it would
help in maintaining production
and encourage operators to con
tinue tlieir expansion pregram, he
says.
• • • •
One of the most heartbreaking
things that come to me in my
mail is the apjjeal of families to
have their wounded come home to
them to recuperate. It is so natural
to want to take care of our loved
cnes when they are ill. But tlie
Army and Navy, say that many
times it is better for the men to
stay in service hospitals until they
are will especially since there is
such a shortage of doctors and
nurses in civilian life. As to those
who are wounded or ill in hospitals
abroad, it is not possible to bring
them all back to the United States
to recuperate, thcugh many have
been brought. It would be so good
for families to see them, and for
them to have a bit of home life
even if they have to go back to
the front. The services are doing
all they can on furloughs, both for
sick and well, but ship space is
very precious.
In previous years bound copies
of Yeai bocks of the Department of
Agriculture have been available,
but because of the shortage of
paper and the difficulty in getting
employes, officials hvae decided to
discontinue printing for the dura
tion. I do have many Farmers
Bulletins which will be sent gladly
to those interested upon request.

UNION
Pvt. Charles L. Baum, home from
Parris Island. S. C., on leave, an/
Mrs. Baum of Rockland, are visit
ing Mrs. Baum’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Oegood Young.

,D
LB

CEST CENTER CUTS-7 POINTS

PORK CHOPS

35'

EJITEND7PTS SHANK END 5 PTS
HAMS .SSSS, i»37c
LEAN SHOULDERS-2 POINTS LB

PICNICS smoked lb 2SC
LEAN NICE PORK-2 POINTS LB

»2S‘

PICNICS .. .»

BONED. ROLLED IF DESIRED-2 PTS

»25‘

LAMB FORES
FRESH CROUND-6 POINTS

HAMBURG

citrus

i. 27'

FRUITS

FLORIDA-JU'CE SIZE

ORANGES

2ooz47<

FLORIDA-LARGE SIZE

45'

ORANGES
FLORiDA-COOD SIZE

GRAPEFRUIT 3-o. 18‘
MclNICSH or BALDWIN

2 ... 21c

APPLES

CALIFORNIA ICEBERG

LETTUCE

2™I27C

FRESH TENDER

BROCCOLI 1 .. 25‘
CELERY

33c

.unch

FANCY YELLOW

3-1C'

TURNIPS

Points Not Required
RICHMOND

STRING BEANS
19-OZ ** ft
4b TINS 4b IF

FANCY CREEN
OR WAX CUT

FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT
18-OZ 4 *>C
JUICE
TIN I W
COLDEN ROSE
BLACK INDIA
ICA AND CEYLON
FREE RUNNING

TEA

PKC

JA

rVcB7‘

that the war may end sooner.. .that our fight

living more fascinating and enjoyable than

ing men shall come home sooner.

ever before.

But the world of tomorrow will see new

wonders...new electric products developed

—

WHEAT CEREAL

V<“22'

MALTEX
KITCHEN TESTED

ViTAV.IN FORTIFIED

DIXIE

FROM that
L0^ STRAIN of
°'RRWORR . to
OIM
w

CAIN’S
MAYONNAISE

I
1

SOAP FLAKES

CLAPP'S CEREALS
PRE-COOKED
8OZ.07C
OATMEAL
PRECOOKED
CEREAL

28 OZ 07«
2 A#
PKGS.X/
PKGS.

PEANUT BUTTER
FINAST-u s.
2 lb 7 Oc
SUNSHINE

KRISPY
CRACKERS

2

IQc LARGE
MED |Q,
PKCS 17
PKG

1 LB
pkc

1I Ac
7

TOILET SOAP

BARS

CUEST SIZE

BREAD VALUES
SlICHTLY SWEET-CREAT FOR TOAST

SWEET RYE

MPANY
In Packages and Tea Bags
at Your Grocer’s

9c

6

2 MED PKCS 19c

23‘

CRISCO

LOAF

BORAX 20 MULE TEAM
BORAXO HANO CLEANER

2 bars

OXYDOL
LARGE
PKG

FINE WHEATY FLAVOR

2L0C

IVORY
MEDIUM
BAR

,

23

LUX

JAR *^O

No 1 Crade Peanuts

INE

23‘

LUX

LARGE
SIZE

RAISIN

FOURTH WAR LOAN

LARGE
PKG

DOZEN
8

WITH SEEDLESS PLUMP RAISINS

THE

2 MED PKCS 19c

FRESH EGGS

happiness tomorrcwl

IN

RIKSO

pkc25c

marcarine

NATIVE-GRADE A

So invest for Victory today... peacetime

BONDS

FIRST NATIONAL

SUPERMARKETS

’

FLOUR

YOUR
CHOICE

BUY

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach and daughter Eleanor and
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach were
guests Sunday of Mr. and1 Mrs.
Reuben Chase of Chamberlain.
Mrs. Harold Rider and son Paul
of Waldoboro visited last Friday
with Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt and Mr3.
Lawrence Aulis.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton was a visitor
Thursday in Rockland.
Pfc Milton Eugley of Camp
Rucker, Ala., is spending a nineday furlough with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach passed
Wednesday evening with Miss
Laura Creamer.
Miss Sharon Day of the village
has been visiting her grandfather
Clyde Hilton.

KARO SYRUP YcS217‘

WHOLE WHEAT

LET’S ALL BACK THE ATTACK

Mrs. Noyes Parmer. Jt., and
daughter Joyce who spent three
weeks with Mrs. Noyes Parmer in
Wollaston. Mass., has returned.
Lieut. Parmer’s boat was in so that
he had some time to pass with his
wife and daughter. The boat has
now gone on its service mission
somewhere in the Pacific.
John S. Ranlett remain connned
to the house.
Mrs. W. W. Butler and daughter
Maxine of West Meadow Road
spent last Tuesday with her sister-'
in-law, Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
Lewis Leighton of Augusta passed
the weekend with his wife here.
Mrs. Leighton’s sprained wrist is re
sponding to treatment satisfactorily.
The "Meet Again Club’’ resumed
its meetings again last night after
a respite of two weeks due to ill
ness among its members or in the
families. The hostesses were Misses
Josephine, Gladys and Mary Tol
man.

RED LABEL

SHREDDED WHEAT
that will make the American way of electric

ROCKVILLE
i

ANDY BOY-PASQUAL

IVORY SALT

YOUR WAR BONDS
TODAY . • . are dreams come true tomorrow!
FIRST... we must buy for VICTORY ...

SWAN’S ISLAND

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Sawyer of
Millbridge are at the Trask House
while the former is engaged in
auditing the town books.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard1 Higgins
and Miss Virginia Tinker have re
turned home after spending a few
weeks in Rockland.
Miss Velma Morse is at home on
a week’s vacation.
Mrs. Lena Torrey of Rockland Is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Everett
Lemoine.
2d Lieut. Richard Rising who is
stationed in Texas, has been visit
ing his mother, Mrs. Elden Colberth.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Joyce are on
the mainland for a visit.
Calvin Gross has returned from
Biuehill where he had been with
his sister following effects of a fall
from which he has now recovered.
Prank Bridges is now on the
mainland for a vacation, his place
of business being operated by Ern
est Smith.
Mrs. Jennie Hagan and' grand
daughter have returned after visit
ing her children on the mainland
for a month. *
Harry Smith was in Portland the
past week Where he attended the
boxing match.

- FIRSTNATIONAL

Pork Curing
The secret of curing pork 1* to
use good sound meat, the correct
&
curing ingredients, and clean con
tainers. Of course, it is necessary
that there be cool weather for cur
ing.
Salt is the agent primarily respon
sible for curing. Excessive amounts
of salt injure the flavor of the meat
and cause a too great hardening of
muscles. Too small an amount al
lows bacterial action to set in, caus
ing subsequent spoilage of the meat.
Sugar is used in the curing process
to counteract the hardening effect of
9 • • •
the salt and to improve the flavor
and texture of the meat White or
The Maine State Advisory Com
brown sugar, or even molasses, may mittee of the Farm Security Ad
“If it’ll make you feel any better,
think of it a* bacon dripping*!”
be used.
ministration favors putting rehab
ilitation of veterans, who have farm
background, under the farm Secur
ity Administration. I have re
ceived copies ctf a resolution to that
effect passed December 28th by the
committee. They would have the
work carried on in cooperation
with the Veterans Administration
and with the agricultural institu
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
tions which will train such veter
ans.
The resolution says that the
committee knows what Farm Secur
ity Administration has done for low
income families in spite of the
handicap of limited and uncertain
finances, and the Committee re
commends that perrrtanent legis
lation and ample funds be provided
to carry on the work of Farm Se
curity adequately.
At the meeting where the reso
lution was passed, the following
members were present; Donald P
Corbett, of Winslow George Findlen, of Fort Fairfield, Mahlon I.
Knight, of Waterville, Millard G.
Otto, of Dexter, Wallace Spear, of
Waldoboro, Robert C. Violette, of
Van Buren. The resolution was
sent to me by Homer F. Worcester,
State Director of Farm Security
Administration.
• • • •
A constituent has written me a
most serious letter about the lum
ber situation after the war. This
is part of the week that most busi
ness men feel about postwar prob
lems and conversion back to
peace. It takes a large amount of
money, and one has to plan ahead
in buying lands and standing tim
ber in order to keep a mill going

Itn {Joind to buy that dleamind

POWI

M

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Wass have re
turned to Machias after a weekend
visit with Mr. and Mrs. George
Woodward.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Small of
Camden were recent callers at C. E.
Gregory’s
Lendall Morrill and family have
moved to Miss Emily Hall’s tene
ment on Warrenton street.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Freeman and
son Richard were guests recently otf
Elliot Jette In China.

Lets see..... First
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Rockland, Me.
Io men since
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________ 2tf
Cor sale direct
Samples and
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ig machines for
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You can very likely find Just
,Athe chance you’re looking lor—
51- Enclosuie
in the WAC.
If you haven't a skill, Army . her duties at Boston City Hospital
experts will teach you. Perhaps
Mrs. Albert Carver and daughter
you’d like to drive a jeep, work
Marilyn
returned Tuesday from
a teletype machine, or help di
several
f
days
’ visit in Boston.
rect airplane traffic.
A.
R.
Mcore
of Portland. George
Whatever you do, you will get
Dalton
of
Boston.
Harold C. Allen
valuable training—learn inter
esting things—and help get
of Portland. C. E. Huse of Kents
this war won!
Hill and Joseph Anderson of Port
TODAY—get full details at • land have been guests this week at
the nearest U. S. Army Recruit
the home of Capt. and Mrs. A. M.
ing Station | your local post office
will give you the address). Or j Miller.
write: The Adjutant General, i
Room 4415, Munitions Building,
Washington, D. C.
and give the change to fight
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
INFANTILE PARALYSIS

Mfc.------------

8

1$

iA

■*

34-Bard

Want a
New Career?

b

5

WASHINGTON
Pvt. and Mrs. Raymond Callahan
of Coopers Mills, accompanied by
Mrs. Callahan’s uncle, William
Griffin of Brockton. Mass., were
visitors Wednesday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brann In
Razcrville.
Officers-elect for Fond-du-lac
Chapter O. E. S. are: \yorthy ma
tron Louise Ames; worthy patron
Fred Ludwig; associate matron,
Gertrude Ludwig; associate patron
Archie Lenfest; secretary, Esther
Peabody; treasurer. Charles Ludwig
Marion Mitchell, conductress; Ro
setta Sidelinger, associate conduc
tress. Arbutus Chapter of Liberty
will be invited guests at the instal
lation tonight.
The second day of the Healtn
Course carried out in various
towns by the Farm Bureau home
demonstration agents, was held
last Frida, at the home of Mrs.
Elmer Bird, with a large attend
ance. The course was conducted
as scheduled and work demonstrat
ed by Miss Joyce Johnson, assisted
by Janet Johnston, Alberta Marr
and Constance Johnston. The next
Farm Bureau meeting will be held
Feb. 18. at the home of Mrs. Louden
•at the village, and will be an after
noon session. The subject will be
“Feeding Ourselves from our Cellar
Shelves.’’

Page Five

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

15‘
pK°Z 15*
pkg

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

Tuesday-Friday
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GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
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Tel. 113-3

Mrs. Guy Lermond went Wednes
day to Boston to spend the week
end with her daughter Glenice who
is having a few days vacation after
the mid-year examinations at Lasell College.
Mrs. Oscar Crie returned home
Monday after a weekend visit in
Boston with her husband, Chief
Radioman Crie, of the Navy.
Mrs. Stephen P. Danforth of Rio
de Janeiro is
her mother,,
Mrs. George V Hanley at Webber's
Inn where she is passing the Win
ter.
The We Two Club met Monday at
^he Federated Church.
A picnic
supper was served. Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Carroll. Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Ames and Mr. and Mrs. War
ren Knights were hosts. After the
usual business meeting games were
played. Other members in the group
were: Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone,
The Motor Corps is transporting
volunteers from Camden who are
taring the NrJt"- Aid Course in
Rockland.
Mr. and Airs. Alvary Gay, Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Grafton, Mr. and Mrs.

James Catholic Church every Sun
day at 9 o’clock except on the third
Sunday cl each month.
Sunday School at the Federated
Church is at 9.45. Church honor
roll at the morning sevrice at 11
o'clock, the preacher, Rev. H. F. Al
drich, superintendent of the Meth
odist Church for the Augusta District. Anthem, “How Manifold Are
Thy Words" by Richolson. Evening
services at 7 o’clock. The first of
four discussions on a Just and Dur
able Peace conducted by The We
Two Club. The leader will be Mrs.
Forest Stone. Subject is “The Peace
Must Provide the Political frame
work fcT a continuing collaboration
of the United Nations and, in due
course, of neutral and enemy na
tions.’’
Paptist Sir day School meets
at 9.45 w’V. services at 11
o’clock, subject “Jacob; What God
Can Do For a Wicked Man." Choral
Anthem: “Father, In Thy Presence"
by Charles P. Scott. Those taking
part in,the anthem: Mrs. Leona
Starrett, Miss Nellie Tibbetts, Miss
Margaret Simmons, Miss Hope
Paulsen, Miss Grace Paulsen, Mrs.
Alfred F. Strout and Raymond K.
Greene; second hymn anthem, “Oh,
Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go,”
by Pearce. Evening subject, “The
Cripple of Lystra Healed.” Mission
Circle will meet at 2 o’clock; busi
Church News
ness meeting at £ and supper at6.
Mass will be celebrated at St. Program will be a topic on China by

Mark Trott. Richard Britt of the
Coast Guard, who was guest cl Mr.
and Mrs. Ames, attended the Club
as a guest.
Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell and
children Richard and Gail of New
castle who have been visiting Mrs.
Oscar Crie, have returned home.
Mrs. Virgil Hoffses of Portland is
guest of her son, Col. and Mrs. William R. Hoffses, St. George Road for
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maltais and
sons Robert and William of Ev
erett, Mass , are guests of Dr. and
Mrs. E. R. Moss.
Mrs Susie Philbrook of Friend
ship was a visitor Wednesday at
Mrs. A. F. Winchenbach’s.
Chief Radioman Oscar Crie and
Mrs Crie have received word that
their son T. Sgt. Gordon Crie has
arrived safely in England.
,>I s. Lida Cream-r of Orff's Corneispent Wednesday with her sister,
Mrs. Frank Thompson.
A rehearsal of the incoming and
outgoing oflicers of G’ace Chapter,
OES. will be held Sunday at 3
o’clock, at the Masonic Temple in
preparation for installation.
A silver tea will be given Satur
day from 3 to 5 o’clock at the home
of Mrs. J. Russell Davis, to benefit
the Friendly Circle of tn; Federated
Church.

Rockland to Have New

QUICK-FREEZE
PLANT
for Farmers, Gardeners
U. S. GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
The Department of Agriculture, Food Conservation Division, will
grant a permit to install a Quick Frozen Food Locker Plant in Rockland
provided 60 percent of the lockers are rented in advance, and 80 percent

must be rented by farm families.

It is also a government ruling that

CASH for one year’s advance rental ($15.00) must be placed in a local

bank, where it will be held until the plant is completed. Upon completion
of the plant, the money will be turned over to the plant owners.

LOCKERS MUST BE RENTED FIRST
Before Washington Will Allow The Plant To Be Built
The plant will be operated by the Associates of New
England Food Banks, affiliated with Eaton & Morse, Inc.,
85 St. James Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Plants are now being operated at Augusta, Waterville,
Brunswick, Skowhegan, Belfast, Houlton, Presque Isle,

Fort Fairfield and Dover-Foxcroft.

AGREEMENT WITH ROCKLAND FOOD BANK
Locker Yearly Rental Prices: Door Type $15.00
Drawer Type $16.00

Date
Please reserve for me one............................. type locker of approxi
mately 6 cu. ft. capacity.

Herewith please find $.......................cash to be

held at the First National Bank of Rockland until the locker plant is in

operation within approximately 6 months from above date or sooner.

It is understood that if I

change my residence to a point farther away from this plant than my
present location, I may cancel any full year of the lease remaining.

I

agree to abide by any federal, state, local or plant rules and all fish and
game laws pertaining to the plant.
Should circumstances now unforeseen, not allow completion of

this plant, my deposit is to be returned, otherwise it is to be turned
over to the plant owners.

Upon the opening of the plant I agree to make a deposit of $1.00

for a key to my locker which deposit will be returr.cd to me at the end
of the rental period, upon surrender of the key to ye i.
Accepted

Date

............................................ Name

..........................................................................

......................................................... Address

....................................................................

Take this application to the First National Bank ol Rockland

r”..
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MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
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Tel. 2340

At the » meeting of the Camden
Business Men's Association Mon
day night John M. Richardson, au
thor of “Steambboat Lore of the
Penobscot" will be the speaker, his
talk to concern itself with the Bos
ton-Banger steam ere 1823 to 1935.
Mrs. Albert W. Hastings and son
William spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Hastings in South Hope.
Mr. and Mrf. Hastings entertained
as supper guests Sunday Mrs. Dor
othy Wentworth, Misses Estelle and
Edith Beverage and Audrey Grassow
all of Hope.
At the Grange card party Satur
day night the winners were: iFirst
prize, Mrs. Francina Carver of Lin
colnville; second prize, a tie be
tween Mrs. Nellie Reid and Mrs.
Esther Young of Warren, and con
Deanna Durbin in “His Butler's Sister"
solation, Mrs. Emily Hobbs of Hope.
Mre. Monty Haskell has returned
Mrs. H. W. Flagg. There will be an
to her home at North Deer Isle,
exhibit of China curios. Thursday
ROCKPORT
after caring for her sister, Mrs.
prayer meeting, Bible study, Act ten
ZX ZX ZX ZX
Cyrus P. Brown for several weeks
Zk «*x ZX
Junior Choir rehearsal Monday,
I
during an illness caused! by a bad
E. A. CHAMPNEY
Senior Choir rehearsal Tuesday.
fall.
Correspondent
ZX ZX zx S*
ZX ZX ZX ZX
The staff for the Camden High
NORTH HAVEN
School “Megunticook” was an
Tel. 2229
Mrs. Nellie York, who is spending
nounced Monday by Miss Ethel
the Winter in Rockland, was week
Oliver.
It is: Editor, Philip Went
The Try to Help Club will meet
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jetson Monday with Mrs. Ethel Spear.
worth; assistant editors, Esther
Dyer.
Everett Libby of Manchester, N. Pease and Patricia Magee; busi
■ Mr. and Mrs. Roger Raymond H., enroute to Bangor, called on ness manager, Edward Burke; as
sistant business manager, Jack
' went Monday to Dorchester, Mass., friends in town Wednesday .
Williams; sport managers, Nellie
where Mr. Raiymond will seek em
The Johnson Society will meet Ames and S. Burton McKeen; art
ployment.
Wednesday with Miss Marion Weid manager, Frances Dailey; alumni,
Mrs. Arthur Patrick returned Sat man.
Minetta Johnson; and exchange,
urday from Portland , where she
William A. Paul, who has been a Charlotte Lunn.
visited relatives.
patient at Knox Hospital, returned
Mrs. Percy J. Good has returned
William Hopkins, S 2c, U.S.N., son home Wednesday.
from
a visit in Boston. While there
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hopkins, is
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will she attended a reception and ban
home on furlough from Bedford
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Mildred quet given for the newly elected
Springs, Pa.
Rhodes.
president of the National Funeral
Mrs. Joseph A. Boyd, Jr., and
Directors
’ Association, J. L. RedOn account of the difficulty in
J daughter Cecelia went last week to
gate
of
Bridgeport,
Conn.
| Erwin, Tenn., for the remainder of getting gauze for surgical dressings
Mrs. Harold Ames and daughter,
{the Winter. They were accom the Red Cross rooms will be dosed
until
further
notice.
Nellie,
spent a day in Boston last
panied to Boston by Mrs. J ,F. Dyer.
The
Methodist
Junior
Ladies
Aid
week.
Staff Seargeant Clarence E. Wa
High School News'—Miss Helen
terman. Jr., and Mrs. Waterman met Wednesday with Mrs. Ruth
Erickson. The next meeting will be McCobb of the High School faculty
were guests over the weekend of
Feb. 9 w’ith Mrs. Alma Graffam, has been ill at her home for sev
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Waterman, Jr.
Mechanic
street.
eral days.—Hot lunches are now
Mrs. Maurice Dyer and daughter
Harbor
Light Chapter, O.E.S., being served at the Domestic Arts
Barbara are visiting relatives and
meets Tuesday with practice for in Room.
friends in Vinalhaven this week.
stallation which will be Feb. 3.
The Baptist Church School will
Located by Letters
At the Methodist Church Sunday convene Sunday at 9.30. Worship
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyer and at the service at 11 o’clock the pas will be at 11. The subject of the
Mr and Mrs. Emery Wooster had as tor Rev. F. Ernest Smith will speak pastors sermon will be “Victory
guest over the weekend a relative of on “Our Christian Faith.” The over Death.” Music will include
Mrs. Dyer and Mr. Wooster, Mrs. service will be held in the ^vestry an anthem, and responses by the
Walter Bollam of Portland, Ore. where it is always comfortable and Young People's 'Choir. The Young
Mrs. Bollam is a great-granddaugh- will follow the Sunday School held
i ter of Jonathan Wooster, who in the same room at 10. At 7 the
Buy War Bonos and Stamps
! moved with his family from this theme will be “Our Friends.” There
; town to Missouri about 1856. He will be a Gospel song service and all
I was married a second time in Mis- are welcome to join in this service.
! souri and later went to Portland, Thursday night the Bible Study WHEN A COLD MAKES YOU
I Ore. His daughter, Ada Wooster, class will review the Book of Exodus.
; married a William Smith of Mis; souri, and, too, went to Portland, boat landing and was taken to his
J Ore., where their daughttr. Alice was home where she was welcomed.
I married to Ralph Trocy and a
Mrs. Bollam with Mrs. Dyer, went
daughter, Nellie Tracy, (now Mrs. Saturday to Vinalhaven where she
Bollam) was bcrn.
met other relatives, also Winfield
Leadbetter
who is probably the only
Mrs. Bollam came east to visit
her husband who is in the U. S resident of either town W’ho remem
service as instructor of the Poloraid bers the departure of Jonathan
System at the school in Massachu Wooster and family from this com
setts.
With three
letters—one munity.
written by the late Albert S. Woos
RESPAMOL Js sooth
ing to raspy, irri
TODAY
ter to his father, Jonathan Wooster
tated throats...helps
|For The Courier-Gazette)
in 1900; one bj’ Mrs. Herman Coop
relieve coughing
all Is impermanence
spasms due to colds
er in 1904 and one by the late Mrs. Today
A covenant with doom seems near.
. .. aids in locsening
On
land
and
under
sea
we
find
Albert B. Wooster in 1933—as her
and bringing up
„
______
, . ,
..
,
. A ghostly cavalcade combined
phlegm. No sugar...
only source of information she set with mil# and valleys full of woe
it’s safe for diabetics.
At
war
with
all
that's
best
below.
ou cottaclC
No narcotics ... it’s non-habit-forming;
People's In split winds of anger
suitable for young and old.
out to locate her relatives. Arriv Selfishness
thats frought with danger
Take RESPAMOL as directed on the
ing in North Haven Friday, she un All this in our world where beauty
label,
and if you don’t get prompt relief,
Intermingles love and duty.
consult your physician.
expectedly found Mr. Dyer at the Have we lost our reason quite?

People's Fellowship will meet at 6.
Vespers will be at 7.

Buy War Bonds

and give the change to fight
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Kopp of
Colchester, Ccnn., announce the INFANTILE PARALYSIS
engagement of their daughter. Vir
ginia Ruth, to Peter Paul Mc
Probate Notices
Grath. sen of the late Peter P. Mc
STATE OF MAINE
Grath and Mrs. Christian J. WindTo all persons Interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
vand.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
Miss Kopp is a graduate of Bacon land. in and for the County off Knox,
on the 18th day of January. In the year
Academy, Colchester, and of Morse cf our Lord one thousand nine hun
and forty-four, and by adjourn
College in Hartford. She is em dred
ment from day to day from the 18th
ployed by the Hartford-Connecti day of said January. Ihe following
having been presented for tho
cut Trust Co. Mr. McGrath is a matters
action thereupon hereinafter indicated
graduate of Camden High School it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
and attended Boston College until persons
interested, by causing a copy
enlistment in the Navy in which he of this order to be published
three weeks successively In The Ccuis now Quartermaster Third Class, r^r-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they
on active duty.
may appear at a Probate Court to bo
No date has been set for the held at said Rockland on the fifteenth
day of February’. A D. 1944, at nine
wedding.
o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
Announce Betrothal

to save your used food cans. Remove
labels, wash, flatten. Put in separate
container next to your trash can.
Save for local pickup.

U

BOMBS AWAY!”

“Zeros coming up! Bombs away!”
And the Flying Fortress hits for a
friendly cloud.
You’ll thrill to this true story of
the gallant crew of a Flying Fort
ress, by W. L. White, who wrote
THEY WERE EXPENDABLE.
He lets the fighters tell their story
in their own simple, moving way.
Be sure to read—

QUEENS DIE PROUDLY
By W. L. White

IN THIS PAPER
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. In and for the County of Knox,
on the 18th day of January, In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-four and by ad
journment from day to day from the
16th day of said January.
The
following matters having been present
ed for the action thereupon hereinaf
ter Indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
land, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the twenty-first
day of March. A. D. 1944 at nine o’clock
In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
ESTATE EMILY F. PAGE, late of
Friendship, deceased Petition praying
that Howard G. Page of Rockland, as
Administrator of said estate, or some
other suitable person, be licensed to
convey certain real estate situated In
F:lendshlp, and fully described in said
Petition, and distribute the proceeds
of eale among the heirs living in dif
ferent States. Presented by Howard
G. Page of Rockland, Administrator.
Witness. Harry E. Wilbur, Esquire,
Judge of Prebate Court for Knox
County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WILLIS R VNAL. Register,
8 F 12

Notices of Appointment

I, Willis R Vinal, Register of Probate
for the County of Knox, in the State
of Maine, hereby certify that in the
following estates the persons were ap
pointed
Administrators,
Executors,
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
MARY A. BENNER, late of Vinalha
ven, deceased. January 3. 1944, Keith
Guarantees Your druggist will refund B. Kittredge of Vinalhaven, was ap
God grant mercy in our plight
pointed Administrator c.t.a., without
And show us how to end this fight
full price if you are not satisfied.
bond.
W’ith conquered wrongs in justice
might.
WILLIAM M BENNER, late of Vi
nalhaven, deceased. January 3, 1944,
K. S P.
Large or Small Trucking Job
Rockland.
Keith B. Kittredge of Vlinalhaven
was appointed Administrator, c.t.a.,
One-horse Outfit
without bond.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
ROSE L PRESCOTT, late of Rock
A. B. LARSON
land. deceased. January 14. 1941, Ber
5>orw
it
Ii
TEL. CAMDEN 676 AFTER 6 P. M.
nice F Tibbetts of Augusta, was ap
Makers of Unguentine'
Read The Courier-Gazette
pointed Special Administratrix and
7-8
qualified by filing bond on same date.
CHARLES I. HARTFORD, late of
Camden deceased. January 18, 1944.
Ida L. Hartford of Camden, was ap
pointed Executrix, without bond.
MABEL F GREELEY, late of Rock
land, deceased.
January 18.
1944
Walter D Pavscn of Waterville, was
appointed Executor, without bond.
HATTIE M
ROBINSON. late of
Warren, deceased. January 12, 1944.
Ray D Robinson of Newport and Earl
R Robinson of Warren, were ap
pointed Administrators, without bond .
CORA A DODGE, late of Rockland,
deceased
January 18. 1944, Viva H.
Dodge and Alice M Dodge, botli of
Rockland, were appointed. Executrices,
without bond.
MARK W. INGRAHAM. late Of
Rockport, deceased. January 18. 1944.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, was ap
pointed Administrator, and qualified
by filing bond on January 21. 1944.
MARTHA A. SIDES, late of Rock
port. deceased. January 18. 1944, An
• $4 return guaranteed for every $3 you lend
drew B Sides of Rockport, was ap
pointed Executor, and qualified by
filing bond on January 25, 1944.
• Quick action assured by 10 million American fighting men
LINDEN H. BUCKLIN, late of Vinal
haven, deceased.
January 26. 1944
• Buy your extra War Bonds today
Austin K Bucklin, of Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania, was appointed Admin
istrator. without bond.
Christopher
S. Roberts of Rockland, appointed
Agent in Maine.
ROBERT L THOMPSON, late of
Friendship. deceased.
January 25
1944 Archie F Wallace of Friendship,
ET’S all pitch in and help wipe Hitler off the map without
was appointed
Administrator
and
qualified by filing bond on January
a delay—and then do the same thing with Tojo.
26. 1944.
It can be done—and it will be done—if everyone backs the
NORENA L. STRONO. late of Thom
aston. deceased.
January 18, 1944
attack by investing to the limit in America's Fourth War Loan
Wilbur P
Strong of Thomaston
right now.
was appointed Administrator and qual- j
ified by filing bond on January 27.
Tbit advertisement prepared and contributed by
1944
THE
STUDEBAKER
CORPORATION
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL, Register

TRUCKING

Money wanted at once to put

This $ . ... ............... is to cover one year's rental in advance which is pay

ment for the first year of a 3 year lease.

Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

Tuesday

ADOLF HITLER
OUT OF BUSINESS

I
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thereon if they see cause
ALLIE J. STERLNG. late of Friend
ship. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed, and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Nellie
A Sterling of Friendship, she being
the Executrix named in said Will,
without bond.
LENA HODGKINS LEACH, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that tho
same may be proved ana allowed, and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Vesper Augustus Leach of Rockland,
he being the Executor named in said
Will, without bond.
JAMES E. BURNS, late of Friend
ship, deceased. Will and Petition for
Frobate thereof, asking that the sa.ni'U,
may be proved and allowed, and tha^J Letters Testamentary issue to .Etta
M. Burns of Friendship, she being tho
Executrix named in said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE ROSE L. PRESCOTT. late
of Rockland, deceased.
Petition lor
Administration, asking that Bernice
F. Tibbetts of Augusta, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admin
istratrix. without bond.
ESTATE ALICE I. JONES, late of
St. George, deceased.
Petition for
Administration, asking that Fanny J.
Jones of Cambridge, Massachusetts, or
some other suitable person be appoint
ed Administratrix, without bond.
ESTATE SUSIE T. SNOW, late of
Rockland .deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Charles A.
Tolman of Portsmouth. New Hamp
shire. or some other suitable pcrsoni
be appointed Administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE NINA GREGORY, late o(*
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Ad^^
mlnlstration. asking that Clarence I*
Gregory of Greenwich, Connecticut,
or some other suitable person be ap
pointed Administrator, without bond.
ESTATE JACKSON C SNOWDEAL.
late of South Thomaston, deceased.
Petition-for License to Sell certain
Real Estate, situated In South Thom
aston, and fully described in said Pe
tition. Presented by Gilford B. But
ler of South Thomaston. Administra
tor.
ESTATE MARY B
BREWER, of
Rockland.
Petition for License to
Sell certain Real Estate situated in
Rockland, and fully described in said
Petition.
Presented by Barbara J.
Swanson of Rockland. Guardian.
ESTATE NATHANSEL YOUNG, late
oi
Thomaston, deceased.
Petition
for License to Sell certain Real Estate
situated tn Thomaston, and fully de
scribed in said Petition Presented by
Rodney E. Jordan of Thomaston, Ad
ministrator.
ESTATE IRENE BELLE WTNCAPAW.
late of Friendship, deceased. Petition^
Perpetual care of Burial Lot. Present-^*'
ed by Alfred H. Morton of Friendship,
Administrator.
ESTATE ALDEN B BUTLER, late of
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac
count presented for allowance by Wil
liam W Butler of Rockland, Admin
istrator with the Will annexed.
ESTATE W. J COAKLEY, late of
Rockland, deceased.
Sixth Account
presented for allowance by Alan L.
Bird and A. Walker Brewster, Trustees.
ESTATE IDA E BARNES, late of
St. Gedrge, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Clarence A. Barnes. Executor.
ESTATE WALLACE EGERTON, late
of Newton. Massachusetts, deceased.
First and Final Account presented for
allowance by Josephine H. Egerton of
Newton, Massachusetts. Executrix.
ESTATE ANNIE J. PLUMMER, late
of Rockland, deceased.
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Marion P. Cook of Rockland. Admlnlnstratrix.
ANNE C. WYMAN, late of Brookline?
Massachusetts, deceased.
Exemplified
Copy of Will and Probate thereof, to
gether with a Petition for Probate of
Foreign Will, asking that the copy of
said Will may be allowed filed and re
corded In the Probate Court of Knox
County.
C HELEN RUSSELL, late of Thom
aston. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Frank
D Elliot, of Thomaston, he being tho
Executor named in said Will, without
bond.
HARRY L POST, late of Rock
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Lottie
M. Post of Rockland, she being the
Executrix named In said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE JAMBS HENRY BROWN,
late of Thomastcfc, deceased Petition
for Administration, asking that Rod)
ney E Jordan of Thomaston, or somET
other suitable person be appointed.
Administrator without bond
ESTATE CLARA O CALDERWOOD,
late of Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking that Hope
B. Lewis of Poughkeepsie. New York,
or some other suitable person be ap
pointed Administratrix, with bond.
ESTATE HARRY C. EDGECOMB.
late of Appleton, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking that C.
Earle Ludwick. of Rockland, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Administrator, with bond.
ESTATE ADA B. MILLS, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Adelaide C.
Mills of Rockland, or some other suit
able person be appointed Administra
trix, without bond.
ESTATE JENNIE [MAY DUNTON,
late of Rockport deceased.
Petition
for Administration, asking that C.
Evelyn Sulzer of Camden, or some
other suitable person be appoint
/idmlnistratrtx, without bond.
ESTATE OTIS A ROBINSON. lat»T
of Cushing, deceased Petition for Li
cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ated in Cushing, and fully described
in said Petition. Presented by Hib
bard Young of Cushing. Administra
tor.
ESTATE G. FRANK RICHARDS, late
of Camden, deceased. .First and Final
Account presented for allowance ty
Mary B Richards. Executrix.
ESTATE ALICE CARROLL, late of
Camden, deceased.
First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Thomas J. Carroll. Administrator.
ESTATE
WILLIAM
PARTRIDGE
BURPEE, late of Rockland, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance
!
by Winnifred Fales. Trustee.
ESTATE CORA B CRABTREE?
of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition
Administration, asking that Mildred V. l
Hopkins and Albra V. Smith, both 06 1
Vinalhaven, or some other suitable.4
persons be appointed Administrator^'
without bond.
WITNESS. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL, Register
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Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland D. Morey
and sons, Charles and David, and
Mrs. Stanton Sleeper, were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Eliza W. Plummer
in Brunswick. Mrs. Plummer is
spending a few weeks at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Willardi Sew
all. who is a patient at the State
Street Hospital in Portland. Mrs.
Sewall. who is convalescing follow
ing a major operation, expects to
return to her home shortly and
will be pleased to hear from her
relatives and friends.

see cause.
Will and Petition for
. asking that the same
and allowed, and that
lentary issue to Nellie
Friendship, she being
named In said Will.

JKINS LEACH, late of
ased. Will and Petition
re reef, asking that the
proved ana allowed, and
Testamentary Issue to
us Leach of KockUnd.
Executor named in said
bond.
IURNS. late of FrlendWill and Petition for
, asking that the sami.
and allowed, and thi<7\{
nentary Issue to Etta
friendship, she being -the
ed In said Will, without
3E L. PRESCOTT, late
deceased. Petition lor
. asking that Bernice
Augusta, or some other
(i be appointed Adniin[>ut bond,
ICE I JONES, late of
deceased.
Petition for
asking that Fanny J.
bridge, Massachusetts, or
table person be appolntItrlx, without bond.

fSIE T. SNOW, late of
S?ascd. Petition for Adasklng that Charles A.
[ortsmouth. New Hamp> other suitable person/
Administrator, without
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ased. Petition for Adto»
asking that Clarence I,.
Greenwich, Connecticut,
suitable person be apllstrator, without bond.
CKSON C. SNOWDEAL,
Thomaston, deceased.
License to Sell certain
situated in South Thomlly described In said Pe
lted by Gilford B, But-

Thomaston, AdminlstrafARY B
BREWER. of
petition for License to
Real Estate situated In
d fully described In said
■esented by Barbara J.
ockland, Guardian.
ATH ANSEL YOUNG, late
on. deceased.
Petition
Sell certain Real Estate
rhemaston. and fully deId Petition. Presented by
brdan of Thomaston, AdIENE BELLE WINCAPAW.
dshlp. deceased. Petltto:^
•e of Burial Lot. Present-^*H Morton of Friendship,
LDEN B BUTLER, late of
ceased. First and Final Ac
ted for allowance by Wil
der of Rockland, Admlnthe Will annexed.
J COAKLEY, late of
leceased.
Sixth Account
pr allowance by Alan L.
'Walker Brewster. Trustees.
DA E BARNES, late of
(deceased. First and Final
sented for allowance by
Barnes. Executor.
(VALLACE EGERTON, late
Massachusetts, deceased,
fnal Account presented for
Josephine H. Egerton of
Essachusetts. Executrix.
INNTE J PLUMMER, late
id. deceased
First and
nt presented for allowance
P Cook of Rockland. Ad-
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Mrs C. Earle Ludwick, Mrs.
Crosby L. Ludwick and Miss Marion
O Ludwick entertained recently,
with Miss Mary Cross, whose en
gagement has been announced, as
honor guest. There was a shower
of miscellaneous gifts. Others pres
ent were: Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross, Mrs
Alvra W. Gregory, Mrs. Clifton
Cross, Mrs Ralph Hopkins, Mrs.
Barbara Sukeforth, | Mrs. Irving
Blackman, Miss Veronia Murphy,
Miss Feme Britto, Miss Charlotte
Staples, Miss Priscilla Staples, Mrs.
George A. Huntley. Mrs. Kent
Glover and Miss Alice Cross.

Knox Hospital Auxiliary meets
Tuesday at 2.30 at the Wm. Bok
Circle supper at the Universalist
Tome for Nurses, with Mrs. Roland
Church next Wednesday, Mrs. Ella
G. Ware as hostess. Tea will be
Bird and Mrs E. R. Veazie co-chair
served at close of the sewing
men, assisted by Mrs. John Lowe,
session.
Jr.. Mrs. George W. Palmer, Miss
Adelaide Holmes, Mrs. A. E. OrfT,
Mrs. Carroll Gregory of Vinal
Miss Gladys Blethen, Miss Margaret
haven spent the week-end with Mr.
Nutt. Miss Ethel Payson, Mrs. J. F.
and Mrs. Charles Anderson.
Gardner. Mrs. H. J. Weisman. Mrs.
A^hur Chapman has returned to Harold Marshall, Mrs. Harry Levenhis home in Portland after spend saler. Mrs. Henry Clukey, Miss Mar
ing several days with Mr. and Mrs garet Robinson, Mrs. A. H. Adolphsen, Mrs. Crosby Ludwick.
Charles Anderson.
. Owing to an error in reporting
the account of the last meeting of
the Methebesec Club, the speaker
cf the afternoon was accredited with
the reviewing of Bertha Damon’s
“A Sense of Humus” and Vincent
Sheean’s “Between the Thunder
and the Sun”, under the classifica
tion, “Books by Maine Authors.”
These were the only books on the
list reviewed which are not by
Maine authors and the writer so
stated it in her review. This cor
rection is made in justice to the
writer of the paper.
Robert Lanfman of the U. S.
Coast Guard, who is now stationed
at Salem Air Station, spent the
weekend in the city, guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Witham.

Mrs Frank L. Weeks is enter,
taining her contract bridge club tO'
day.

WEST WASHINGTON

ir Bonds

LATEST NEWS
WAR BONDS ON SALE HERE
DAY AND NIGHT

PARK

TODAY-SATURDAY

Lecture
Recital—“Musl-c,
Musicians
and the Art of Singing.'
Harold Durant
“Lover In Damascus,”
By Amy Woodforde Flnden
Group of four songs:
1. Far Across the "Desert Sands
2. Where the At>ana Flows
3. How Many a Lonely Caravan
4 Allah Be With Us

By Puccini

Pale Moon.
By Lawrence
Raychel Emerson

Plano Solos,
Mrs. Clemtce Preston

FRED A. PARKER
Fred Austin Parker, 67. registered
druggist native of Winterport, and
former resident of Rockland, died
at his home in Cambridge Mass.,
Jan. 25, following a week's illness.
He was the son of George and
Ellen Dunleavy Parker, and com
menced employment at the drug
store of the late William H. Kit
tredge, corner of Park and Main
streets. Later he was a partner in
the firm of Burpee&Parker, apothe
caries, at .14 Elm street, and sub
sequently W’as employed by Thomas
H. Donahue druggist, at 422 Main
street, and Willard C. Pooler at 364
Main street. At the time of his
death he was employed with the
Melvin Badger Co,.at Temple place
Boston, with whom he had been
associated many years.
Mr. Parker was a Spanish War
Veteran and member of the Ralph
R. Ulmer Camp, U. 6. W. V. ,of
Rockland. He is survived by' his
wife, the former Etta Brann Cross.
His Summer vacations were spent at
the Parker cottage at Cooper's
Beach, Owl’s Head.
Services were in Cambridge Wed
nesday and there will also be a ser
vice at Russell funeral home this
afternoon at 2.30. Rev. Alfred G.
Hempstead officiating. Interment
will be in Sea View cemetery.
But

War Bonds and Stamms

NEW’CAMDEN'THEAIRt
PHONE

Trail Blazers
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MAYNARD GIBSON
-STEELE-
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DURBIN
QeoMc/tot

Pat

TONE O’BRIEN

Chapter No. 2
“MASKED MARVKL”
SHORTS
NEWS

SUNDAY-MONDAY

LA TOURAINE COFFEE
NORMAN R FLOUR
THREE CROW
EXTRACTS
SPICES
CREAM TARTAR
AND SODA
For Quality
AT LOWEST PRICES
Sold By All Independent
Retailers
Distributed By

JOHN BIRD CO.
ROCKLAND, MB.

6F16

i AKIM TAMIROFF
EVELYN ANKHS
AUM MOWBIAI
FIANK JINKS WAITH CATLETT
EISA JANSSEN

“GANGWAY
FOR
TOMORROW’’

CARTOON

NEWS

Sunday Shows 3. 4.45, 6.45, 8.15
Weekdays 2.00, 6.30. 830

2518

TODAY
SUSAN PETERS
HERBERT MARSHALL

“YOUNG IDEAS”
OUR BIG CASH NIGHT $425.90
ALSO $25.00 SURE WINNER

MARGO

JOHN CARRADINE

NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT
84W •’clock
War Bond Premiere

ROBERT RYAN

“MADAME CURIE”

SELECTED SHORTS

Buy Your Bond Now and Get
Your Ticket

LATEST NEWS

Plus

Mrs. W. O Fuller received a let
ter from Wm. E. Foster, general
manager cf the Julius Mathews
agency, the other dc.y and from the
envelope dropped a clipping which
brought happy recollections of the
period1 when her husband was editcr of The Rockland Tribune and
in his heyday as a humorist. The
clipping afforded two instanjeo of
that humor which are here re
printed from “Watson's Illumina
tor” of 1894:
Patent Medicine Business

Fuller, of the /Rockland Tribune
has gene into the Sarsaparilla
business, and here are two testi
monials which he prints:
Blue Jay, South Dakota, June
Gentlemen:—Two years ago I
was passing innocently along the
highway engaged in thinking, when
the side of a barn which hitherto
had resisted the encroachments of
time suddenly fell over and it was
afterwards discovered that I was
under it. Picture my emotions, if
you can, upon being carried home
on the shoulders of several men
and handed to my wife, just as I
was. For months I lay in a deadly
stupor, drawing $50 per week cn my
accident policy. At the expiration
of 26 weeks, just as the policy ran
out, I suddenly heard of Dr. Gin
ger’s Everlasting Sarsaparilla and
Orphan Cure. Two bottles, taken
one at a time, restored my confi
dence and in a few moments I was
caroling about the house as merry
as a bird. The insurance company
has paid me $1300 and I have
brought suit in the U. S. circuit
court against owner of the bam. I
have tried every sarsaparilla upon
the market but never have I seen
anything to produce such results as
this. Write soon.
J. Q. A. Taddie
South-East-By-East Harbor, 1894
Dear Doctor:—At an early age I
imbibed among other things a fond
ness for going to sea, which gen
erated a diseased condition of all
my organs such as must be seen in
order to be understood.' In this
condition I came home to abide
with my1 wife’s fclks, bringing with
me eight children and other in
teresting articles such as one picks
up in a seafaring life. Such was
my daily existence, bent with dis
ease. speaking cross words to the
children and anon seizing a piece
of scantling and smiting them with
the same until the welkin rang. At
that Juncture the postmaster called
my attention to Dr. Ginger’s Ever
lasting Sarsaparilla and Orphan’s
Cure. I am now cn my 4C0 and
thirtieth bottle and my appetite is
greatly enlarged. My wife’s peo
ple, whom I have previously al
luded to as living with, say that
they never saw such an appetite
attached! to a human being. They
say they do not see any need of my
pursuing your celebrated sarsapa
rilla longer, but I mean to make it
an even 500 bottles and then if
possible take a post-graduate
course.
Abiel W. Hemingway.
JEAN CRIE ENGAGED
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H,. Crie of
Thomaston announce the engage
ment of their eldest daughter, Jean
Edith % David G. C. Hodgkins, Jr.,
Pharmacist's Mate, 3c now sta
tioned at the U. S. Naval Hospital,
Newport. R. I.
Miss Crie is a member of the
senior class of Thomaston High
School where she is captain of the
basketball team, president of the
glee club and commercial club and
class treasurer.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
David G. Hodgkins, Sr., of 3 Cam
den street, Rockland. Before join
ing the U.S.N.R., Dr. Hodgkins prac
ticed optometry in Rockland. He is
a graduate of Rockland High School
and Massachusetts School of Op
tometry.

Mrs. Hattie Davis. Mrs. Doris
Jordan and Raymond L. Watts
have been appointed a committee to
nominate officers for the Albert H
Newbert Association, to be elected
Feb. 18.

Australia Figbts

SATURDAY

An Amazing Drama

WILLIS R VINAL, Register
8-F IJ

An evening of especial interest is
in store for the Rubinstein Club
and invited friends at the guest
meeting to be held1 tonight at 8
in the Universalist vestry- Harcld
Durant, of New York and Warren,
will give a lecture recital cn “Mu
sic, Musicians, and) the Art cf Sing
ing,’’ assisted, by Mrs. Raychel Em
erson Durant, with Miss Dorothv
Lawry. accompanist.
Mr. Durant is unusifelly fortu
nate in having known so many of
the opera stars personally. While
the Boston Opera Company was in
existence he was associated with
Mme. Lillian Nordica, Alice Niel
son, Ehrico Caruso. Antonio Scotti,
Mary Garden. Emmie Destin, Nel
lie Melba, Edmond Clement, Emma
Calve and many others.
He has been the special repre
sentative for Mme Lillian Nordica’s
and the late Alice Nielson's appear
ances in London, Berlin and Paris.
He has been treasurer and road
manager for the coloratura soprano
and great artist cf the Metropoli
tan Opera, Madam Marcella Sembrick, also Frank La Forge, Com
poser. pianist and accompanist in
long concert tours and! also ap
pearances with Symphony Orches
tras.
Of late Mr. Durant has managed
artist pupils cf Frank La Forge,
such as iRichard Crooks, Emma Ottero, Harrington Van Housen and
others, and managed his own con
certs in Boston and North Shore
Musical Festivals.
Two of the Rubinstein Club
members, Mrs. Clemice Preston and
Mrs. Elsa Constantine, will appear
on the program, presenting piano

■ ROCKLAND ■>

P G FRANK RICHARDS late
tn. deceased. First and Final

I presented for allowance ty
Richards. Executrix.
ALICE CARROLL, late of
deceased. First and Final
! presented for allowance by
J. Carroll. Administrator.
WILLIAM • PARTRIDGE
, late of Rockland, deceased,
lount presented for allowance
,If red Fale«. Trustee.
[E CORA B CRABTREE, lav
haven, deceased Petition fc
[ration asking that Mildred V?|
and Albra V Smith, both oj i
en. or some other sultab'Ai4
b» appointed Administrator^
bond.
3. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esiudge of Probate Court for
ounty. Rockland, Maine.

This And That

Lecture Recital By Warren Recalled By Clipping From
Newspaper Published
Man Will Feature Rubin
In 1894
stein Program

“La Boheme,”

Elden Bartlett AS of the Naval
Training Station, Newport, R. I.,
spent the past week at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Miller and
children cf Stickney’s Corner re
cently visited Mrs. Carl Bowman.
Mrs. Bessie Burgess was guest
Sunday of Mrs. Lottie Bowman.
Mrs. Dorothy Moore, and Miss
If you find Crockett’s Baby Shop
Betty
Cooley visited Monday their
closed part of Saturday, it will be
due to wet paint.—adv.
' 7*lt sister Mrs. June Pitcher at Knox
Hospital.
Mrs Georgia Tilson is at the heme
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Hibbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Joh nDawson were
in Augusta Sunday for a visit with
ON SALE AT THIS THEATRE
friends.
DAY AND NIGHT
A birthday party and shower were
A BOND FOR EVERY SEAT
recently given at the home of Mrs.
Catherine Wellman, the anniversary
observance being for Mrs. Cora
Deering who celebrated her 9th
birthday, Jan. J6; and the shower
for Mrs. Alma Babb; beth of whom
were recipients of numerous fine
gifts. Mrs. Deering was also re
membered by distant friends with
a shower of cards and a birthday
cake. Ice cream was served to the
p7ist«a FOSTER • Uori N0l»»,
19 present.

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Mr. Fuller’s Humor

George B. Wood left yesterday on
a few days business trip.
The Muss-ette Waltz, from the Opera

William BiNDlX

1

It’s Guest Night

The Chapin Class will meet Tues S0l06.
day night with Mrs. John Smith
All firiends of the IRubinstein
Lowe, Oak street.
Club are invited to attend this
meeting.
Mrs. Orrin V. Drew of Vinalhaven
The program:
is a surgical patient at Knox Hos
Plano Solos,
pital.
Mrs. Elsa Constantine
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Petition. Presented by Hlb,mg of Cushing. Admtnlstra-

Ensign Charles E Bicknell, who
has been stationed at Fort Schuyler,
N. Y., has been visiting his mother.
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell. He left
hare today for Washington. D. C.,
where he will attend the General
Crdnance School.

Mrs. Fred T Spaulding and
daughter Nancy returned,' last week
from a month's visit with Mr. and
Mrs Walter W Spaulding of Mattapan. Mass. They were joined
early in December by Ensign Fred
Spaulding, UJS.M.M., purses on a
liberty ship, who arrived home from
a seven month trip which took him
Miss Lena Farrington of New Ro
35.000 miles around the world. He
chelle.
N. Y., has been visiting sev
reported for duty last week. His
eral
days
with relatives in Rockland.
parents are Wimnifred Simmons
and Walter Spaulding formerly of
William H. Rhodes of Newington,
-lathis city.
Conn., was in Rockland this week on
This item from a Greely, Colo, a short business trip.
newspaper will interest local read
Miss Lois Alma Lindsey, daugh
ers: “New England lobster dinner
ter
of Mrs. Marion I. Lindsey of
was served to a score cf friends on
Rockland, who graduated from
New7 Year's eve by Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland High School in 1943, is
William Hayden. Sr., at their home,
1219 Eleventh avenue. The din to enter Cambridge Hospital,
ner has become an annual tradi Cambridge, Mass., in June as a
tion of the Haydens, who receive cadet nurse. Miss Lindsey passed
her examinations recently. She is
the fish delicacies from Mr. Hay
den’s home town in Rockland, employed at the Home Methods
Maine. Custom has been carried Bakery.
out for at least 25 years with ap
Ernest Simmons of Portland has
proximately the same group of been the guest of his sister^ Mrs.
friends attending annually. Guests Ardie M. Johnson, Otis street for
^this year were Mr. and Mrs. Henry a few days.
McGilp, Mr. and Mrs Grant G
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simp
Miss Elizabeth Lurvey was honor
son, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill, Mr. and guest at a party given recently by
Mrs. Claude Von Trotha, Mrs. Roy Mrs. August Anderson in observ
Swanson, JVfrs. Martha Greigg, ance of Miss Lurvey's birthday. A
Mrs. Queen Home, Mr and1 Mrs. birthday cake was a feature of the
Carl Barry and Mr. and Mrs. Wil supper. Others present were Mrs
liam G Hayden, Jr.”
Dorothy Murfin. Mrs. Zatha Hockridge and Miss Dorothy Sherman.
Mrs. Irving P. Tuttle of Union is
house guest ti Mrs Kennedy Crane
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett of Port
this week. Mrs. Tuttle always re land was a recent guest of Miss
ceives much sccial attention when Gladys V. Blethen.
she comes dowr for a visit.
Mrs. Karl B. French, hostess at
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Thomp the Copper Kettle, is ill at her home
son and three children, Diane, Bet- cn Florence street
ty Lou and Ernest. Jr., of Norfolk,
Mrs. Albert S Peterson has Re
Va., have been guests of relatives
in this city. On return Mr. Thomp turned to Portland following several
days’ visit with Mrs. Benjamin C.
son will enter the Army.
Perry. Mrs. Peterson was accom
panied home by Mr. Peterson, for
the weekend.
ALWAYS

xvIjNG. late of Friend-
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TWO BIG PICTURES

“Mexicali Rose”
CO-FEATURE

COUGHS
or Bronchial Irr tations Due to Colds

--With Buckley’s “Canadiol”

“PETTICOAT
LARCENY”
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
RODDY MoDOWALL
DONALD CRISP
NIGEL BRUCE
DAME MAY WHITTY

In

w

Lassie Ceme Heme

It's extra fast for Dad—yet gentle
and mild for Mother and the Kiddles.
Thia means that thoae nasty Irri
tating coughs—or Bronchial Irritations
—due to colds—that so often disturb
a man s sleep—<et .amazing fast relief.

Almost Instantly' you get the sur
prise of your life—coughing spawns
eaces—right away lt loosens up thick
choking ph: —i -opens up
clogged
bronchial t.,— makes breathing

easier.
There's re . economy In Buckley’s—
an medication—no syrup. Half to one
teaspoonful win convince the most
skeptical.

Get Buckley’s “Canadiol” made In
U.S.A. The Cough Mixture that outsells
all others In Australia. New Zealand.
Canada and many other countries on

au 5^°aru«$itjta°rner DrUg St°re

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupils

Mrs. Phyllis St. Clair Frazer, head driving, Wendell Webber, Lawrence
of the Women’s Personnel Depart Blood; clean-up James Baum, Clif
ment at the New England Ship ton Hunt; entertainment, Barbara
building Corporation, in Portland Allen, Evelyn Sweeney, Betty
was speaker at the bi-weekly fac O’Brien.
• • • •
ulty meeting Monday in the library.
By K. S. F.
Her intensely interesting talk was Sophomore booths chairmen: hot
of the 4000 women under her su dogs, Lucille Mank, Nadine Fuller; ’
Just now the Army is experiment pervision there and of important dart game, Harold Axtell. Curtis
ing on the use of water in a new work they are doing. She described Lindsey; miniature golf course.
method of bread making. The sea the types of work done, and the Oscar Flint, Kenneth Chatto; dewater is strained through a cloth to trying conditions under which they coraticn, Nadine Fuller, Charlotte
remove any solid impurities and is are accomplished, and the toll these Cowan; clean-up, Warren George.
also treated with calcium hypochlo workers are paying in strength and David Farrand. Donald Clark; en
rite. One queer thing about this appearance. Her accounts of sev tertainment, Dennis Trask, Joan
form of bread is the period of dough eral cf the workers showed clearly Hunt.
fermentation is increased some full the sacrifices that are being made
• • • •
hours. That would not intrigue by this group for victory. As di
Freshmen booths chairmen: de
women.
rector, she evidenced her great re coration. Jano Perry: clean-up, Leo
• • • *
spect for these women, yet, in the
Nut meats will greet you whole interest of war, she must be con Connellen; entertainment, John
from their shells if you will soak | cerned In “the person for the job. Sulides; tea room, Sabra Perry:
your supply of nuts overnight in and not a job for the person.” The grabs, Donald McLellan; bowling
alley, Donald Kelsey; movies, Ro
salted watqr before you undertake speaker was introduced by Mrs.
bert Gatcombe.
cracking them.
Pitts., a classmate of hers at Colby.
• • • •
• • • •
Mrs. Fraser that evening addressed
In connection with the study of
Clean light bulbs give more light. the Knox Co. Colby Club.
satisfactory
ways of sending and
Wipe them often with damp, soapy
• • • •
carrying
money
eafely, in Junior
cloths, never whe nhot. Polish dry.
The
boys
and
girls
in
Coach
Business
Training,
visits have been
• • • •
Jowdry
’
s
gym
classes
have
been
made
and
reported
cn to the class
Over 300 Japanese-Americans,
tested
in
these
events:
Push
up,
set
by
Betty
McGraw
and
Barbara Luf
under the Federal Government’s
up,
squat
thrust,
jump
and
reach,
kin to the American Railway Ex
“Resettlement
Program,”
have
pull
up,
and
potatoe
race.
The
re

press Office, Harlan Metcalf and
found places of service in the vi
cords
will
be
posted
on
the
bulletin
Mabie Herrick to the Post Office,
cinity of New York City. These
board.
Norma Bridges to Western Union
Nisei (American bom Japanese)
• • • •
office, and Walter Drinkwater,
are entemig the metropolitan cen
Boys’ Intramural League stand Peggy Dennis. Gertrude Robishaw
ters of the country in an attempt to
ing:
to the First National Bank. They
find a new life. They are timid
Won
Lost have sent a registered letter, postabout the kind of welcome they will
0 office money order, bank draft, ex
receive, but big hearted Americans Marines ........................... 2
0 press money order, and stamps.
may be depended upon to do their Coast Guard .................... 1
Navy .............-................ 1
1
Quarterly exams are being given
part.
Sea
Bees
..........................
0
1
this
week.
• • • •
• • • •
Air
Corps
...»
.....................
0
2
The Army has asked the frosted
The
chairmen
for
the
Kippy
Tuesday
afternoon
the French
food industry to produce approxi
Karnival are: General chairman Club presented four French puppet
mately 50,000,000 pounds of quick
Lincoln McRae, assistant, Dale plays, “The King and the Chief of
frozen vegetables from the 1943
Lindsey; ball chairman, Louise the Robbers,” “The Newly-Weds,”
crop for soldiers in the continental
Veazie, assistant, Ernest Munroe; “The Chree Wishes.” and “Pyramus
United States, the War Department
booth chairman, Fred E. Allen, and Thisbe.” Wendell Webber gave
announced today. Included in the
Army’s tentative requirements were assistant, William McLellan; de synopsis of the plays in English at
coration chairman, Joan Look, as the beginning of each act for these
6X00.000 pounds of snap beans, 10,sistant, Betty O’Brien; entertain who did not understand French.
000,000 pounds of lima beans, 4.000,
ment, Polly Havener, assistant. The Guignol Theatre was made
COO pounds of cut com. 23.000,000
Barbara Allen; clean-up Fred S. by Mr. Cummings. Polly Havener
pounds cf green beans and 10.000,
Allen, assistant, Charles Philbrook. I painted the decorations in the
(XX) pounds of spinach.
Class booths: Seniors: ice cream, I theater and made the backdrops.
• • • •
baseball, hamburgers, fudge. Juniors Lois Nichols made the curtains and
Almost all of Mexico’s vanilla
cold drinks, pop corn, nail driving, Melzine McCaslin made two of the
bean output, one-third of the world's
fortune telling. Sophomores: hot puppets.
supply, originates in the State of
dogs, dart game, miniature golf
These taking part in the assembly
Vera Cruz.
course.
Freshman:
tea
room,
grabs,
were:
Mary Farrand, Elaine Poust,
• • * •
bowling
alley,
country
store.
Junior
Ruby
Prock. Joyce Mitchell, Lois
If you want real dynamite in open
High:
Side
show,
check
room.
Nichols;
Ruth McMahon. Melzine
faced honesty, read Louis Adamic’s
• • • •
McCaslin,
Claire Hallowell, Margery
new book, “The Native’s Return.”
Senior booths chairmen: Ice Crowley, Gloria Witham. Beverly
In fact, all of this brilliant writer’s
cream, Horatio Cowan, assistant, Cogan, Polly Havener, and Wendell
books are worthy close study.
Georgia Stevens; baseball, Fred 8. Webber. Miss Ludwick directed tho
• • • •
An obstinate child may turn out Allen, assistant Reginald Withing- plays. An admission of 5 cents was
to be ji genius. Today there is much ton; hamburgers, Virginia Witham, charged which will be sent to the
to contend with in wayward chil assistant, Ralvan Welker; fudge, French Relief Society—Margery
j
dren. Fear grows in the hearts of Betty Dolliver, co-chairman Richard Crowley
• • • •
Stevens;
entertainment, Shelby
thinkers that possibly in the con
Glendenning. assistant, Ruth Emery
In studifig the opera. William Tell
fusion of wars, children have not
clean-up, Benjamin Shapiro, assist this week many of the Junior High
had the close attention needed in
ant, Onni Kangas; decorations, students were greatly amused when
their early days for highest direc
Joyce Mitchell, assistant, Joan they learned that the Lone Ranger
tion for their minds.
Baum.
theme song comes from this opera.
• • • •
• • • •
Edith Wharton, was a caustic Junior booths chairmen: cold
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s
wit.
drinks, Albert Havener. Florence second floor, 16 School street, Odd
One day she was engaging a maid Knight; pop corn, Theodore Allard,
Fellow* Block, City, for Furs, Pur
for her Paris apartment. One ap Virginia Farrell; fortune telling, Coats and Cloth Coats at qaoderate
plicant was proving extremely dif Vina Delmcnico, Faith Long; nail prices.
Btf
ficult.
“Of course madam,” she said,
vt“you won’t expect me to clean
windows?”
“Oh, no; of course not,” said
Mrs. Wharton.
“Nor to s^eep?”
W«, your Grucn
“Certainly not.”
run thii advurtiMmunt
«• another way ot ray
“Nor answer the bell?’’
ing BUY a gxuen
WATCH ... BUT BUY
“No indeed.”
A WAR BONO FIRSTI
“Nor—”
,
“No, no,” Mrs Wharton inter
rupted graciously. “I expected none
ZMf b « war tfery with two endingt...
of these things from my maid. I
Johnny Carter was nineteen . . . and just about the
only want her to look at, and for
nicest kid you’d ever want to meet. You couldn’t know
that you are to plain.”
• • • •
him five minutes without seein’ pictures of his girl, his
folks and his young sister . . . He'd haul ’em out and
Color can be improved and some
tell you how they were the best people in the best
cases of color blindness entirely
town in the best country on earth . . . And you’d be
corrected by treatment with vitamin
lieve him. Well, Johnny fought in Tunisia in the mud
A. it has been found in research by
and rain and heat. He fought
Dr. Knight Dunlap and Dr. Robert
in Italy
. in Germany ...
D. Loken. of the University of Calif
He fought and sweat and
ornia at Los Angeles. One group
did without all the way to
’
of eight color-blind individuals,
Tokyo.
He
wanted
to
get
’
‘
given 25,000 units of vitimin A
home bad ... He wanted to
each day for twelve days, reduced
see the best people in the
their total errors on a test, from
best town in the best coun
eighty-eight before treatment to
thirty-eight afterward. Some who
try ’til it hurt! And he came
within one day of doing so
had been turned down for jobs
because of color blindness were able
. . . But twenty-four hours
before the war ended, an
to pass the tests and get the jobs
Axis bullet put Johnny to
after treatment.
• • • •
sleep ... forever.
Deposits and good ones of ore
estimated to contain 65 percent of
tudiag...htn’s a better one...
Iron, have been found in Nova
Beotia and will be worked.
... He wanted to get home ... and he did!... Because
• • • •
some
folks who didn’t know Johnny bought war
The United States produces
bonds
and those bonds put more fighting weapons
about two-thirds of the world
on
the
front
... and they lopped twenty-four hours off
supply of petroleum.
the war. Remember this . . . that every bond you buy
• • • •
speeds victory, saves life. Think it over. Then . . .
I'd rather have my funny mind
cell
BACK TW AnMK WITH EVIIY WAR ROMO YOU CAN RUYI
Fun of witticisms
Than have a cynic's mind full up
With bitter criticisms.

Ifcafs aae

DANIELS, JEWELERS

Hotels are being released on the
370 MAIN STREET
Florida coast from service-held
speaks food cheer. 1

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 121-J

Tuesday-Friday
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Page Eight
of the family was at the Lewiston
<40ur Island Home
Fair one year. I ran across one of
the boys—think his name was Wal
Takes An Imaginary Ride— ter—and we chummed around the North Haven Furnishes Set
ting For Interesting Vol- .
“Meets” Real People and fair grounds all one afternoon.
ume Written By Mrs.
Very Nice Ones
“Ships that pass in the night."
Here’s a chuckle I was a mere
Bousfield
(By Iree Member)
kid when I made my first trip to
Some day I plan to drive over to the Lewiston Fair, had never been
Mrs. C. E. Bodsfield of Wool
“the bog” and follow the back on a train and all trains were head wich has recently brought out a
mountain road up past the Oliver ed for Lewiston so far as I was con volume entitled :“Our Island Town.”
Rackliff place, the Bradish Sherer cerned. I walked up to the ticket i-rhis publication is written with
place, the old Farnham place, the window cleared my throat and North Haven as it’s setting,
Irving Brewster place, the old Oxton squeaked “I would like a return j Mrs BOUSfleid, being inspired with
school house, the A. T. Oxton farm ticket.” The man waited a second iand impressed by the part played
and bawled out “Where to?” * Why” ! by small towns in the history of the
and thence up the hill and over
Simmon’s Ridge where dwelt—60 I squeaked “to the Lewiston Fair.” United states, has complied a
years age—Aaron Maxey, Ada Frost He looked me over and then grinned fascinating book to which some 30 I
Leonard Packard, Vonnie Young, and said. 'First trip? Well, I spose prominent residents have contribu- 1
Orris Mossman, Tom Jones, Judson you think all trains go there big ^ed material of incalculable value.1
Folicwing the editor's introduc- )
Simmons, Henry Simmons, Will and day for you, feller, huh?” “Yes, sir,”
I
squeaked
and
fled
with
a
red
{j
on
^e book starts off with a poem
Ike Blake.
face.
“
islands
” from the pen of Elizabeth ,
How many of the above are now
Next
I'll
drive
to
West
Rockport
Morrow
and a few of the subjects .
living I don't know. There were
several children in most of the if my gas holds out—and look for included are: The geology and early
homes now mentioned and. I often signs of the old race track where Gil hjStory Of .North Haven; mackerel i
wonder what has happened to all Ingraham used to hold forth. He seiners; the historic Mullin House; j
of them during the past 60 years. used to come down the stretch Old church days; boat and yacht
Jud Simmons was a farmer. His shouting “Hiyar, hiyar, go it boy!” building; Summer glimpses; the librother, Henry was also a farmer and was always happy whether he'brary; the cookie tree; echoes of a
and owned and operated milk route. came in first or—later. After I j special town meeting and waiting
Orris Mossman was a farmer and drive around West Rockport I think for the maii
drove into the city once or twice a I’ll wheel it down through Rockville The volume is one which is being
week with vegetables of all kinds and see if I can find anyone I used enjoyed not only by the perma
which he sold “from door to door.” to know there.
nent residents of this particular lo(While I think of it—who remem
I notice the names of people I cality, but by the Summer people,
bers a man named Butler who used never knew are frequently men “some world-famous, and others of
to sell apples. Summer and Winter tioned in the Rockville news—sure nation-wide importance and inall over Rockland? He lived in j read The Courier-Gazette from 1 fluence,” who have their estates on
Union and he must have sold scores “kivver to finis” and get the latest the island.
Pecple historicallyof tons of apples here in the many news from all over. I hope to see minded will enjoy the pages from
years he was known as “The Apple “Syl” Barrows—He lives next above cover to cover.
Man”)
the Nancy Jane Packard house j jn 1932 Mrs. Bousfield complied
Aaron Maxey was a cooper—also also. Lottie Ewell and her sister, 'the Sun-Wu Stories, dealing with
worked for the neighbors during Ida Barrows and Dana Sherer and her life and that of Dr. Bousfield’s
planting, haying and harvest time. others I used to know—Win Robbins in the country hills and village
Will Blake was a farmer and Carrie for one. Afterwards I plan to drive towns cf China, where they resided
his wife was a wonderful cook. I (very slowly) down bj’ “the pond” j some 40 years.
should know—I’ve eaten plenty of ' and feast my hazel eyes on well re- j The Bousefields were invited to :
samples.
I membered scenes and then arrive North Haven, following their resi- j
Ike Blake was a semi-cripple from I back at 215 Rankin street with a dence at Northeast Harbor, when
war wounds but Will and Carrie saw flourish and a happy heart tinged . their son. Neal Bousfield, was makto it that the wounded soldier had w ith sadness that so many of | ing a survey of the Maine coast for
every comfort and I enjoyed his war the old faces have faded from tlje a committee of the Sea Coast
stories a lot Many "kitchen dances" scene.
, Mission of which organization he is
were held in the big kitchen ctf the
My best half and our daughter now director.—Bath Daily Times.
Blake house. Joe Simonton was just read this—over my shoulder >
popular as head fiddler.
FRIENDSHIP
)
Next I want to drive down Carroll I just heard one say to t’other “My, j
my! Wasn't that a lovely ride!”, At the Advent Christian Church
hill and past the old Carroll farm.
I expect that is just what they the worship Sunday morning will
Al, Fred. Gus and Bert Carroll were
will say when we really take that be at 1030; Sunday 6chooi at 12;
bom and raised there and all are
ride. Hope to take other rides of and Gospel sermon at 7 p. m. Rev.1
(or were) well kncwTi and respected
like nature—in due time.
Victor Osborne will give a mes
citizens of Rockland or nearby towns
sage on “The Thousand Years.” At
I want to go clear to the bottom of
the hill and see the old Tolman
GEORGES RIVER ROAD the evening service the subject will
farm. I didn't know the Tolman’s
Business meeting of the Finn sh be “They That Wait Upon the
very well I think there were two Church will be held Tuesday night, Lord ” Prayer meetings are held
each Tuesday at 7, next week’s les
sons, big husky chaps. I believe the
Buv
War
Bonds
and
Stamp*
son to be from I Peter, Chapter 4.
only time I talked much with any

The Memory Man

PLAY SQUARE...

DO YOUR SHARE

Display your tolors now!
o YOU remember that soldier you saw on
the bus with his arm in a cast? Do you
recall that sailor you saw hobbling down
the street on a cane? Have you noticed
the list of casualties printed from time to
time in this newspaper?
What you are asked to do, compared to
the boys who are really in it, is easy. But
your job ia mighty important, too. Once

D

again you are asked to buy at least onb

EXTRA HUNDRED DOLLAR WAR BOND. A Series
E War Savings Bond will cost you only
$75 and you get back at maturity in ten
years $4 for every $3 invested; this is the
least you can do. Invest more if you pos*
sibly can—$200, $300, $400. Remember, it
all comes back with interest.

So play square—do your share, he did!

IrtAA BACKTHE ATTACK!
♦ Thii it «n official U. S. Treasury advertiacment—preparad under tba auapicea oi Traatary Dcpartaacot aad War Advertising Co.acit.

if

This Advertisement Is Sponsored By These Patriotic Business Houses
First National Bank
Knox County Trust Co.
Rockland Loan & Building
Association
Rockland Savings Bank
Vesper A. Leach

Camden & Rockland Water
Co.
Bicknell Manufacturing
Co.
Rockland-Rockport Lime
Co.

Studley Furniture Co.
Stonington Furniture Co.
Karl M. Leighton, Jeweler
W. H. Glover Co.
John Bird Company
Edwards & Co.

CH U RCH ESI
SERMONETTE
Moved by Compassion

Last week I called attention
to the growth in church mem
bership throughout the United
States. God's church is not an
idle church.
The seed which is sown and
which falleth into good ground
is quickened and provides a
great increase Christ’s minis
try was a healing ministry. He
healed the sick, cured the leper,
restored sight to the blind,
raised, the dead, and this quite
apart irom His preaching and
His teaching He had compas
sion on these in physical dis
tress, and there stemmed from
this solicitude for the afflicted,
great bodies of men and women
dedicated to compassion for the
unfortunates who are everwhere.
This ministry of healing has
been accepted) as a matter of
course, often failing to connect
it with Christ’s Church.
The early civilizations—Baby
lonian, Egyptian, Roman or
Greek, had no such helpful in
stitution. One is prone to at
tribute these great missions to
philanthropy and charity, which
indeed1 they are, but they did not
come into being except as men
and women were moved to “love
their neighbor," and were moved
by compassion as Christ taught
them.
On the train I picked up the
Boston Post and read these ad
vertisements
under
“Social
Service:” “Home for Aged
Couples;” “Massachusetts So
ciety for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals;” “Peabody
Home for Crippled Children;”
“Massachusetts Society fcr the
Prevention of Cruelty to Chil
dren;” “Bumop Free Home for
Aged Women;” “New England
Home for Deaf Mutes;” “Boston
Home for Incurables.”
Here in Maine theTer ore hos
pitals for the insane, Pownal
State School for Boys, and for
Wayward Women, Goodwill In
dustry for Unemployed. “Not
charity but a chance.” I have
been vice president and director
many years. The payroll last
year, approximately $6000. Last
but not least is the Salvation
Army.
William A. Holman

At Pull Gospel Assembly, 564 Main
street, services Sunday will be at
2.30 and 7.30 p. m.; Tuesday eve
ning at 730, Bible study; Thursday
at 7.30, regular prayer service. Every
Sunday at 1 p. m. Sunday School.
■21der Harold Haynes and Rev. Verlon Carver will be in charge. Every
body welcome to these ofd fashioned
Gospel services.
• •• •
”Love” is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon, that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Jan. 30. The Golden Text is: “Be
loved, let us love one another: for
love is of God’; and every one that
loveth is. bom of God, and knoweth
God" (I John 4:7). The citations
from the Bible include the follow
ing passages: “And we have known
and believed the love that God hath
to us. God is love; and ha that
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God,
and God in him” (I John 4:16).
• • • •
In the United Episcopal Parish of
S.S. Peter, John and George. Rev.
E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for
Fourth Sunday after the Epiph
any will be: At St. Peter’s—Holy
Eucharist and sermon at 9 30.
Church School at 10.45; at St.
George’s, Long Cove—Vespers at 4
p. m.; at St. John’s, Thomaston—
Vespers at 7 p. m. Daily Mass at St.
Peter’s at 7.30 except Monday and
Saturday.
• • • •
The morning service of the Con
gregational Church will be held at
10 45 when the pastor, Rev. Roy A.
Welker, will preach on the subject:
“Can We Believe in Everlasting
Life?” Church School will be held
at 10 a. m. and 10.45 for little folks.
Comrades of the Way at 6 30 p. m.
The regular meeting of the Wom
an’s Association will be held at 4
p. m. Wednesday, February 2nd.
• •• •
Sunday morning at the First Bap
tist Church opens with primer meetANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

II
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ings for both men and women at
1015. The morning service which
begins at 10.30 will have as its
theme: “A Winning Partnership.”
’/he Church School with a class for
every age group will open at noon.
The Endeavorers will meet for their
Inspiration Hour at six o'clock. The
people’s evening service will open at
7.15 and last 63 minutes. There will
be a Singspiration period assisted
by the instruments and choir. Mr.
MacDonald’s subject
will be:
“Doors.” Be as religious in your
buying and selling as you are in
your singing and praying.
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church, Mav
erick Square, services Sunday will
be as usual: Church School at 2
p. m.; afternoon worship service
at 3 o’clock; Young People's Meet
ing at 6.30 and evening evangelis
tic service at 7 30. The pastor. Rev
Curtis Stanley, will preach.
• • • •
At the Universalist Church Sun
day morning at 10.40 Dr. Lowe will
give the second sermon in his series
of four discourses on: “Common
Elements In Universal Religion.”
Soloist Miss Lotte McLaughlin.
The nursery department for chil
dren of pre-school age will meet
in the children’s room during the
service of worship. All other classes
and departments of the Church
School meet at noon. YJP.C.U. in
the vestry at 7 p m.
a • a •
“A Startling Discovery,” will be
the subject of the sermon by Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller at the Lit
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church
at 1030. Special music will in
clude a selection by the choir
Sunday School is at 11.46 with
classes for all age groups and at
6 o’clock the Young People’s Meet
ing with Miss Norma Munro as
leader. The pastor will speak on
"Waiting for the Kingdom,” at 7.15
The Young People’s Choir will sing.
Mid-week prayer and praise service
Tuesday night at 7.30. The Ladies’
Aid will meet in the vestry for
supper Wednesday night.
• a a a
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, Rev. A. G. Hempstead,
minister, will preach Sunday at
10.45 a. m. The new communion
table will be dedicated at this
service. The Church school will
meet at noon, The Youth Fellowship meeting will be held at 6
o’clock.. At 7 o’clock the speaker
will be Mrs. Ellen P. Hempstead
The Crusade for a New World Or
der will be carried on beginning
Sunday and continuing through
out the week, to mobilize sentiment
for a Just and enduring peace.
People will be urged to write to
our Senators and Representatives
in Congress to make that sentiment
influe ntial at place decision is made
and before decision is made.. The
Boy Scouts will meet at 7.30 Mon
day night in the vestry. Monday
at 7.30 the Church School officers
and teachers will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. (Ralph Clark.
Prayer meeting will be held on
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Mrs. Prank
Horeyseck is chairman of the
circle supper to be held on Wed
nesday at 6 p. m.; the Victory
Gratitude offering boxes should be
brought to the supper. At 730 the
monthly meeting of the Woman’s
Society of Christian Service will be
held in the vestry.

used food cans to help win the
war. Remove labels, wash, flatten.
Put in separate container next to
your trash can. Save for local pickup.

To the People
of this Community

WITH THE EXTENSON AGENTS

101/ ARE IMPORTANT

There is no such thing as a
•‘little” investment in the Fourth
War Loan.
Your $25 or $50 or $100 Extra
War Bond may not have great
« SOUGHT EXTRA WAR 60SJS , importance
in your mind
in making up
a 5 Mi billion
dollar total
for individu
als.
But multiWAR IOAN by
plyj yourself
»y 1130,000,000
and then you
see in real perspective how truly
great each citizen becomes in
massing national strength
against the Nazis and the Japs.
Capt. Maurice Witherspoon,
Navy chaplain aboard the Car
rier Wasp when she sank, tells
of a rescued wounded sailor,
who, as he regained conscious
ness, asked:
“Did I do my
best?”
That’s the only question you,
too, have to ask yourself when
you decide the extent of your
personal participation in the
Fourth War Loan.
There undoubtedly will be
large single purchases of War
Bonds in this community, but
yours—if it is “your best” will
deserve equally the red, white
and blue shield you are privi
leged to display in the window
of your home.
So “Let’s All Back the Attack.”
THE EDITOR.
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KEEPS THE FAITH — Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, Commander
of United Nations Armies in the
Southwest Pacific, is regarded as
the outstanding military leader of
anti-Axis forces.

BUV US. WAR

ANO THE
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Agricultural Notes'

diseases like influenza and comman
colds.
Coming meetings in this county
in this important state-wide series
are scheduled as follows: Peb. 1,
Edgecomb; Peb. 2, Burkettville;
Peb. 3, Montsweag: Peb. 4, North
Edgecomb; Peb, 7, Vinalhaven; Peb.
8, Rockland: and Peb. 9, Orff’s
Corner.
<.

Austin Sproul, South Bristol, has
bought a small 2400-egg incubator
to use with his large one. He plans
to hatch about the same number of
chicks this year as last. He has
some old hens which he will get
his breeding stock from
Robert Sproul of South Bristol
has added a herd of cows to his
4-H Club Notes
*
poultry business. He is milking
eight cows besides taking care of
Charlene Heald and Mary Tol
his poultry Lock.
man were winners of the judging
Many orchardists of the county contest on table setting conducted
are planning to use floatation sul by the club agent, Anna Hardy,
phur in spraying operations next Saturday afternoon, Jan 22. for the
season. The use of this material Singing Sewing 4-H of West Rock
was discussed at the meeting 4ast port, Birthdays of two members,
week at Hope Corner by Willbur Barbara and Mildred Tolman, were
Thies, Extension Service. Massa celabrated. The meeting took place
chusetts.
at tpe home of Mrs. Mary Andrews,
Prank Reed, poultry specialist of leader of the club.
the Extension Service .will be at
Members of the Warren Wonder
Charles Hendrickson’s, West Aina, Workers learned how to measure
this afternoon. Subjects of interest flour, lard and sugar accurately
to poultrymen will be discussed.
I with instruction from their leader,
Programs for Farm and Home Mrs. Edna Moore at their second f ,t
Week will soon be out. Anyone de 1 meeting of the year Jan.21, Five
siring a copy should write to either new members have joined the club
College of Agriculture, Orono, or to bringing the total to twelve.
Special banners will be given to
the County Farm Bureau Office.
the
five 4-H clubs in the county
Rockland.
reporting the best war activity work
With The Homes
done by June 1.
"Caring for the sick at home,”
the Extension Service 2-day course
SOUTH THOMASTON
was recently taught in Washington
The
Women’s Service Club met
by Joyce Johnson, home demonstra
Friday
at the home of the presi
tion agent. The meeting Jan. 14,
dent.
Mrs.
Bernice Sleeper. Plans
was held at the home of Mrs.
were
made
for the annual Summer
Harriet Jones. The group met the
fair,
and
these
committees were ap
following week at the home of Mrs.
Elmer Bird The eight women who pointed: Supper, members; chil
completed the course were as follows drens’ table, Lillian Piper. Miriam
Pierce; fancy work table. Victoria
Mrs. Elmer Bird, Mrs. Abbie Cramer,
Clement, Elizabeth Babb. Clara
Mrs. Marguerite Cramer, Mrs.
Bragg, Adella Robinson; food table,
Harriet Jones, Mrs. Mildred Lowden,
Annie Dennison, Stella Elwell,
Mrs. Veda Ludwig, Mrs. Alberta Prances Norton; coffee. Myrtle and
Marr, and Mrs. Clara Overlook.
Ruby Maklnen; aprons. Helen Hill,
Meetings on the “Pood Fights for Louise Butler; thrift table (chil
Health” series were held recently dren’s clothing, quilts, rugs made
at Damriscotta, South Bristol, from salvage material), Aurelia
6heepscot, and Pleasantville. Miss Ripley, Jane Bassick, Elizabeth
Joyce Johnson was the speaker. Mitchell, Ruth Drinkwater. The
She emphasized the part that prop next meeting will be Wednesday at
er diet plays in maintaining good the home of Mrs. Sleeper. New
health and in fighting infectious members are invited.

Phone Rockland 1494

LOOK AT YOUR FLOORS!
Are they old and worn and hard to keep clean?

1

What do you

plan to do about it?
LET US HELP YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM

with a

TRINIDAD FLOOR
Trinidad Linoleums available in any

,e kim

twh«.u.
* IBlnbu 9■sss
rrW.

gauge.

Come in and see the hand

some patterns or telephone and ask
our floor expert to call.

GIVE
YOUR

CHILD
Floors Contracted For and

this cold-relief used when

Guaranteed

It promptly relieves cougning
and makes breathing easier

Whenever the Dionne Quintuplets catch
cold—their chests, throats ana backs are
immediately rubbed with Musterole.
Musterole gives such wonderful results
because it’s MORE than just an ordi
nary "salve.” It's what so many Doctors
and Nurses call a modern counter irritant.
It actually helps break up local conges
tion in upper bronchial tract, makes
breathing easier, promptly relieves cough
ing, sore throat and aching chest muscles
due to colds. Get Musterole todayI
IN 3 STRENGTHS: Children’s Mild,
Regular and Extra Strong.___

MUSTEROLE

*

A Trinidad Floor Wfll Keep Its Beauty For Many Years.

*

A Trinidad Floor is Easy To Keep Clean.

*' Trinidad Floors Are Available in 21 Beautiful Patterns.
••

Estimates Given Free.

Terms As Low As $5 Per Month
j

TRINIDAD SALES CO.
466 MAIN STREET

B

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 1494

